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Index:

Ashley's Status
Eric      (The Boyfriend)
Jack      (The Player)
Eva       (The Best Friend)
Dad       (Your Dad)
Jasmin    (The Dickgirl)
Tyrone    (The Rap Star)
Dave       (The Artist)
Arthur    (The Sugar Daddy)
Wilson    (The Thug)
Doug      (The Jock)
Natasha   (The Swinger)
Jessica     (The Slut)
Iris          (The Fangirl)
Ryan       (The Boss)
Norman  (Mom's Friend)
Ethan      (The Stepdad)
Kevin      (The Hipster)
Others                   

Endings                      

Legend:
4EB scene 4 from scene-list at end (starts with a number)
Eri1 scene 1 with Eric (ends with a number) (Hyperlink)
Outfit a condition that will be used in different scenes (Hyperlink)
JPt1+ a condition that must be at least 1 at this scene (Hyperlink)
B4+ you need at least 4 Bad points
G9- you need 9 or less Good points
“text” select this choice in game
picb/g pictures with / are different versions of the same picture, mostly bad/good type of outfit (=picb or picg)
xSGT picture x in versions for sexy/good/thug outfit (picSGT=picsexy or picgood or picthug)
xWTSG picture x in versions for whore/thug/sexy/good outfit 
xBWSG picture x in versions for bimbo/whore/sexy/good outfit 
pic+c picture composed from several partial pictures
pic*a+b+c picture composed from pica+picb+picc

https://www.patreon.com/Evakiss


Tips for getting early Bad points  for   Jac1  ,   Jac2  ,   Ty1  :
0Pr  “Wow, look at that body... So hot!”
1Fit  “I'd prefer to be with Dave”
3Sh  Buy red dress
3Sh  “Sure, we can meet sometime”
4EB  B3+ “Tell me more”
5R   Send a sexy picture
6Jz  “Spread your legs”
12JsP  to Tyrone: “I am single”
12JsP  do drugs
14ER  when Eric tells you about Somalia: “Get mad” 
do not:
12JsP Tell Tyrone you have a boyfriend

Tips for getting early Good points for   Dad1  :
0Pr  “I don't like that type of cocky guy...”
1Fit   “ I love him very much”
3Sh  “Wait, I want to check out that clothing store first”, see if it fits, “Eric's present is more important”
3Sh  A book
4EB B3+ “Please, stop it...”
5R  “ Do not send a picture” or “Send a casual picture”
6AF  “You two looked very friendly”
7AH  “Don't say that about Dad”
12JsP  “Get away”
do not:
2C  help Jessica
4EB  “I'm not in the mood tonight”
6AF  “I think he's hot too”
7AH  “I won't be like him”



Outfit  Wear the Sexy : Good : Thug : Whore : Bimbo outfit

Outfit:
28R  “Wear my new clothes”  or  “Upload another pic”
29Drw  “Try uploading something sexier”
31R  have more Bad than Good points (B > G)
32F  have more Bad than Good points (B > G)
33DnE  do “Wear my new clothes” if you have not   s04  B3+ when Arthur makes you compliments: “Keep 
going”  or  24S  “Send picture to Eric's dad”, R28  don't “Put him off”  or  24S  “Send picture to Eric”
34B  have more Bad than Good points (B > G)
35Tt  have more Bad than Good points (B > G)
37Et  have more Bad than Good points (B > G)
44PDg  have more Bad than Good points (B > G)
51R  have more Bad than Good points (B > G)
62R  if not Sexy(Outfit) “I want to look sexier”
98Sh  be Sexy(Outfit) or  B15+, don't join Wilson's gang  
169R  wear the good outfit, have B25+ (also have either G9- or B35+)

Good:
28R  “Wear my usual clothes”  if  26R  “Upload a cute pic”
29Drw  “Post a normal picture”
31R  have more Good than Bad points (G > B)
32F  have more Good than Bad points (G > B)
33DnE  don't “Wear my new clothes” and have not   4EB  B3+ when Arthur makes you compliments: “Keep 
going”  or  24S  “Send picture to Eric's dad”, R28  don't “Put him off”  or  24S  “Send picture to Eric”
34B  don't have more Bad than Good points (G<=B)
37Et  don't have more Bad than Good points (G<=B)
44PDg  don't have more Bad than Good points (G<=B)
62R  if not Sexy (Outfit) “I just want to be myself”
98Sh  don't be Sexy (Outfit), don't join Wilson's gang, have B14-  
169R  wear the good outfit, have B24- 

Thug (cap):
91WGa  Join Wilson's Gang:
do Wil4 
do Wil5  or  B20+  “I'll Join”  
98Sh  be in Wilson's gang

W  hore (pink shorts): 
169R  wear the sexy outfit
  or
210R  wear the sexy outfit, have G9- B35+, have B39- or  don't have the boobjob

Bimbo (whore outfit + blonde hair):
210R  have the boobjob (Body:B)
210R  wear the sexy outfit, have G9- B40+ or wear the whore outfit
210R  choose “Embrace a new identity”
211Sho  have Money1+ 

Anal  Anal experience

do Nat1

60RiB  or  64RM  “Try anal”
+1  if  you bought the Average Joe: 43RDl  or  46R  “Buy the Average Joe”
+1  if  56B  NatRel1+  ask Natasha: “Ask her about anal sex”

+1  85JH  Anal1+ have anal sex with Jack: “Do you want to use my ass?”

86AR   “Practice anal”  “Use the Average Joe”
+1  if  Anal=0



+1  if  Anal=0 and  56B  NatRel1+  ask Natasha: “Ask her about anal sex”

+1 86AR   “Practice anal”  “Use the Bad Boy”
+1 89Nat  Anal1+  “Yeah, fuck my ass, Damian”
+1 93VA  do Art5  
+1 do Jas4 
+1 123AR  if  Anal<1 
+1 135AR  do  Dog5  
+1 135AR  do  Dog5, if  Anal=0 
+1  136AF  do Jac9, have done anal
+1  136AF  do Jas5 
+1 137AR   have done anal, “Fuck my ass!”
+1 138Thg  have done anal, “Fuck my ass!”
+1 165Dav  do Dav7, if you never did anal before
+1 165Dav  do Dav7, if you never did anal before
+1 175H  do Dad8, if you never did anal before
+1 182TyP do Ty4, join Tyrone or Bubba
+1 182TyP do Ty4, join Tyrone or Bubba, have not done anal, have  Anal2-  

Deep  Deep throat experience

do 20DTy  “Check out his cock”  or  “Accept the bet”
or  do Wil3  

if  you bought the Average Joe: 43RDl  or  46R  “Buy the Average Joe”
+2  60RiB  or   64RM  “Try deepthroating”

if  you bought the Bad Boy: 43RDl  or  46R  “Buy the Bad Boy”
+1  60RiB  or  64RM  “Try deepthroating”

this option is always available:
=2  86AR   “Practice deepthroating”  “Use the Average Joe”
+1  86AR   “Practice deepthroating”  “Use the Bad Boy”

+1  123AR  have Deep1-  
+1  136AF  do Jac9, have Deep1-  
+1  136AF  do Jas5, have Deep1-  
+1  168AF  do Jac10, have Deep1-  

Money  how to get money (and spend it)

+1 25H  
+1 33DnE don't remove Arthur's hand under the table and accept his offer: “I can do that”  or  “That sounds good”
+2 33DnE do Art1  
+1 37Et  when meeting Ethan if money=0
+1 45BAn  when working in the bookshop NatRel
+2 52Hot  don't play dumb with Arthur (Art3)
+1 89Nat  when working in the bookshop NatRel
+1 93VA do Art5, but don't have sex with Arthur: “We can do anything but fuck”
+2 93VA do Art5, have sex, “Ask for money and gifts”
+1 93VA do Art5, have sex, “Ask for money and gifts”, have ARel4+
+1 93VA do Art5, have sex, “Ask for money and gifts”, ask for money, have ARel6+
+2 130VS  do the video shoot with Tyrone (Ty3)
+2 131Off  work in the office (Ryan) 
+1 131Bur  work at the burger, don't get fired  
+1 138Thg for selling drugs 
+1 138Thg for selling 6+ drugs (be in Wilson's gang (Outfit))
+1 138Thg for selling 8+ drugs (be in Wilson's gang (Outfit))



     selling drugs: (must be in Wilson's gang (  Outfit  ))
     +3d 97SD selling drugs
     +1d 97SD 1st guy: “You're my first sell”
     +1d 97SD girl: “No way, pay up or get lost”  
     +1d 97SD junkie: “$100 a dose”  
     +2d 132Par sell to guy: “Are you sure you don't want more?”, “Flirt”  or  +1d “One it is”
     +1d 132Par sell to Jessica: “There are no friends in this business” (42JR don't: “I don't think it's a good idea”)
     132Par  if you didn't charge 100$ when selling drugs at 97SD you can get the full 8 sales by sucking the thug

+1 144AR be on instagram, want Attention  
+1 144AR be on instagram, want Attention, at 135AR pose nude:“Take the thong off” or “Pose completely naked”
+3 150Art do Art7, agree to trick Iris: “No...”, “Yes, I'll help you”, “Give me money”
+1 150Art don't agree to trick Iris 
+1 151Off work in the office (Ryan) 
+1 151Bur work at the burger 
+1 152Nor do Nor1, give handjob, B20+ OK...
+1 152Nor do Nor1, give handjob, B20+ OK..., B30+ Alright...
+1 153R be on instagram, want Attention, at 144AR  “Offer nude selfies for money”
+1 159Mag have Fame4+, “Accept the offer”, “I'd rather pose in lingerie”
+2 159Mag have Fame4+, “Accept the offer”, “I guess I can go topless”
+3 159Mag have Fame4+, “Accept the offer”, “I don't mind posing nude”
+1 161Off work for Ryan, at 151Off chose Card 1, have RyanPt6+
+1 161Off work for Ryan, at 151Off chose Card 2 and Slogan 1
+1 161Off work for Ryan, at 151Off chose Card 2 and Slogan 1, have RyanPt7+
+1 161Off work for Ryan, at 151Off chose Card 2 and Slogan 2 or 3
+1 161Off work for Ryan, at 151Off chose Card 3
+1 161Bur work at burger
+1 169Jes got a boob job (Body), at 144AR  “Offer nude selfies for money”
+1 172Off work for Ryan (Rya0)
+1 172Bur work at burger
+1 172Par be in Wilson's gang, 158Wil choose sell drugs in park
+2 172Par be in Wilson's gang, 158Wil choose sell drugs os street
+3 172Par be in Wilson's gang, 158Wil choose sell drugs at Vixxxen
+1 175H be on Instagram
+1 179R become a camgirl (Cam1)
+1 179R become a camgirl, “Take off your panties” 
+1 182TyP agree to go topless for money: “Go topless”
+1 182TyP agree to go topless for money: “Go topless”, got boobjob 
+1 195H do 2nd camgirl session (Cam2)
+3 203PS do photoshoot, show everything (Oth4)
+2 203PS do photoshoot, don't show everything (Oth4)
+1 210H want Attention  , have Money5-
+1 210H do 3rd camshow (Cam3)
+1 212Wil be in Wilson's gang(Wil6), don't join the gangbang (Wil11)
+1 224Off work for Ryan
+1 224Off don't do (Rya1), get fired (Rya2)
+1 224Off have sex on business trip (Rya1), have sex in office (Rya2)
+1 232H have Arthur visit you (Art10), didn't ask him to pay your rent.
+1 243JCl work in Jack's club, don't be Jack's girlfriend (Jack12)
+1 256Off  work for Ryan (Rya0)
+1 274Off  work for Ryan (Rya0)
+1 274Off  do Rya4  
+1 292Off  work for Ryan (Rya0)
+1 292Off  do Rya4, broke off with Ryan (256Off, 274Off)

-1 35Tt  get belly tattoo (Body)
-1 43RDl  buy the Mandingo King
-1 50SBi  when you expand your Tattoo and have broken up with Arthur ASD
-1 63STp get the arm tattoo after broken up with Arthur ASD
-1 63STp get the leg tattoo after broken up with Arthur ASD
-1 78RCa buy the Mandingo King



-1 82JAl  buy drugs for Jessica: either say “Yes”, you have money, or later in alley buy an extra dose
-1 96Sh  get nipple piercing
-1 99TyB  don't do one of your dares: “Stop the game”
-1 132Par  be addicted, either get the office job (Ryan) or don't join Wilson's gang (Outfit), pay for drugs  
-1 134Tat  get a back Tattoo

138Thg lose 1 money for each used drug (must be in Wilson's gang (  Outfit  )):
    132Par  if you didn't charge 100$ when selling drugs at 97SD you can get the drugs back by sucking the thug)
   -1 91WGa after joining Wilson's gang (Outfit) join Wilson, do drugs: “Sure, let's party”
   -1 124EvV do drugs when out with Eva (Eva7)
   -1 130VS at Tyrone's video shoot be addicted  

-4 156Et pay Ethan back “I can pay you back now” (do Wil4, 75R tell Wilson you'll get the money or fail at Wil5)
-6 156Et pay for boob job, don't ask Ethan (156Et) or Arthur (Art7) for it
-3 162IrA if chosen money at (Art7) and fail at tricking Iris (Art8)
-6 166CaA when car shopping with Arthur: “Buy the convertible”
-10 166Car don't be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4), “B30+ Maybe you can give me a discount?”, 
                   “Give him what he wants”, “Buy the convertible”
-4 166Car don't be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4), “B30+ Maybe you can give me a discount?”, 
                   “Give him what he wants”, “Buy the compact car”
-12 166Car “Buy the convertible”
-6 166Car “Buy the compact car”
-1 169Jes don't be on instagram or don't want Attention  
-3 170Whe get into The Wheel (Eth1) (if <3: =0)
-2 176R live with Jessica, don't have Arthur pay your rent
-3 176R live alone, don't have Arthur pay your rent
-1 210H be Addicted, be in Wilson's gang(Wil6), join gangbang (Wil11)
-2 210H be Addicted, be in Wilson's gang(Wil6)
-3 210H be Addicted 
-3 210H pay rent, live alone
-2 210H pay rent, live with Jessica
-1 210H pay rent, live with dad
-4 210H pay Ethan back: “Pay him back” (do Wil4, 75R tell Wilson you'll get the money or fail at Wil5)
-6 210H pay Ethan back: “Pay him back” (get the boobjob(Body), 156EH ask Ethan to lend you the money)
-6 210H pay Ethan back: “Pay him back” (buy a car,  167Eth “Ask Ethan for a loan”)
-1 210H get the bird tattoo (Body)
-1 210H Get the pubis tattoo (Body)
-1 210H Get the Daddy's Girl tattoo (Body)
-1 210H get the clit piercing (Body)
-1 210H get the leg tattoo (Body)
-1 210H get the arm tattoo (Body)
-1 210H get the back tattoo (Body)
-1 210H get the nipple piercings (Body)
-1 210H get the bimbo outfit (Body)
-1 222Hos wear the bimbo outfit (Body)
-2 253H live with Jessica, don't have Arthur pay your rent
-3 253H live alone, don't have Arthur pay your rent
-2 255Tat get the Wings tattoo
-1 255Tat get the Lace tattoo
-2 266H  be Addicted, don't tell anyone about your addiction
-1 221Jas  pay Jasmin for sex (Jas7)
-1 268Jas  pay Jasmin for sex (Jas8)
-2 274H  pay Jessica for Arthur's birthday (Art18)

Fame  how to gather fame (and loose it)

INS   - be on Instagram,  don't 30R “Delete account”
ATT  - 71R like pictures of you and Jack at beach in magazine: “I actually found it fun”  or  121AR “Embrace 
your Instagram persona”



ATN - 71R don't complain about pictures in magazine: “I don't really mind”
TRO - 71R don't complain about pictures in magazine: “It's troublesome”
NRA - 19ToD don't answer “No, never” to Tyrone's question if you would have sex with a black man
VID -  130VS at videoshoot: want Attention, don't “I can't wear this!”, do “Try to stand out”

+1  66IR  meet Iris
=0  71R
+1  71R  (INS)
+1  84ClJ  take a selfie with Jack (Jac6) (NOA)
+1  92RDg  “Post a daring selfie”, (INS,ATT or ATN)
+1  121AR  agreed to go out with Tyrone & Jack: 94AF “Of course” (INS)
+1  121AR  already like attention (INS,ATT)
+1  121AR  “Embrace your Instagram persona” (INS,TRO or ATN)
+1  135AR  either “Take the thong off” or “Pose completely naked” (INS,ATT)
+1  144AR  “Take off underwear” (INS,ATT) if you didn't got fame at 135AR   
+1  154Dav/155H watch Tyrone's video (VID)
+1  154Dav/155H watch Tyrone's video (VID, at videoshoot do “Alright!”)
+1 164Uni/164Wlk do the magazine shoot (159Mag)
+1 164Uni/164Wlk do the magazine shoot (159Mag), go nude
+1 210H do 3rd camshow (Cam3)
+1 243JCl work in Jack's club, don't be Jack's girlfriend (Jack12)

-2  121AR  “Avoid the limelight” (INS,TRO or ATN)
-1 164Uni/164Wlk do the magazine shoot (159Mag), when asked about Jack: “We're just acquaintances”
-6 275H  have Fame10+, be in Wilson's gang
-4 275H  have Fame10+, “Decline the offer” to the TVshow

Body modifications

belly   T  attoo:
35Tt  when Eva or Jessica want get a tattoo, go with her: “Go downtown”  or  “Count me in”
35Tt  get the tattoo: “OK, let's do it!”

naval   P  iercing:
50SBi  “Get a navel piercing”
  or
211Sho have any tattoo or piercing, have Money1+
211Sho “Maybe I can find something cheap...”, “Get the navel piercing”

leg   T  attoo and arm tattoo:
35Tt  when Eva or Jessica first asks you it you'd like to get a tattoo don't say: “No”

either you invite Arthur go shopping with you: 62R ASD “Bring Eric's dad” and keep him happy 
or you need 1 Money for each tattoo:
Money1+  or  ASD :  63STp “Get the leg tattoo”
Money1+  or  ASD :  63STp “Get the arm tattoo”
Money2+  or  ASD :  63STp “Get both tattoos”
  or
211Sho have any tattoo or piercing, have Money2+
211Sho “Look for more tattoos and piercings”, have Money2+, “Get the arm tattoo”  or “Get the leg tattoo”

T  ongue   p  iercing:
63STp  get tongue piercing: “I want to get it”
  or
211Sho have any tattoo or piercing, have Money1+
211Sho “Maybe I can find something cheap...”, “Get the tongue piercing”  

N  ipple   p  iercing:
have 50SBi naval piercing  or  63STp tongue piercing 
96Sh  Money1+ “Get the nipple piercings”
  or
211Sho have any tattoo or piercing, have Money2+



211Sho “Look for more tattoos and piercings”, have Money2+, “Get the nipple piercings”

back   T  attoo:
35Tt  when Eva or Jessica first asks you it you'd like to get a tattoo don't say: “No”
133AR  have Money1+,  “Get the tattoo”
  or
211Sho have any tattoo or piercing, have Money2+
211Sho “Look for more tattoos and piercings”, have B20+, have Money2+, “Yes, get a tattoo” 

  -  nr1 (butterfly):  wear good girl outfit (Outfit)
  -  nr2 (small crown)
  -  nr3 (Bad Bitch): have B20+ 
  -  nr4 (Queen): wear thug outfit (Outfit)

B  oob job:
77EH  ask mom: “Why did you get surgery?”, “I want bigger boobs, too”  or  do Art3, “Give him a tittyfuck”
156EH  have Money6+  or  ask Ethan: “Could you lend me the money?”
  or  
do Art6, spy on Iris: “Let's spy on them”
do Art7, agree to trick Iris “No...”, “Yes, I'll help you”, “Pay for a boob job”, don't fail at Art8   

Bird tattoo:
211Sho have any tattoo or piercing, have Money2+, “Get the bird tattoo”

p  ubis tattoo:
211Sho have B20+  or  wear the sexy or thug or whore outfit
211Sho have any tattoo or piercing, have Money2+, “Get the pubis tattoo”

D  addy's Girl tattoo:
211Sho have B20+,  do Art6, choose “I really love being with you” or talk with Eric on the phone
211Sho have any tattoo or piercing, have Money2+, “Get the Daddy's Girl tattoo”

C  lit piercing:
211Sho have any tattoo or piercing, have Money2+, have B20+, choose “Get a clit piercing”

Wings & Lace tattoo:
255Tat have Money2+ for Wings tattoo and Money1+ for Lace tattoo

Attention  want attention / don't want attention

71R  tell Jack when he asks you about paparazzi photos: „I actually found it fun”
121AR  use Instagram, „Embrace your Instagram persona”

71R  don't wear Sexy clothes (Outfit), tell Jack: “It's troublesome”
121AR   use Instagram, “Avoid the limelight”

Addicted  become addicted to drugs: do drugs first time, then get addicted

do   drugs  :
12JsP  „OK, let's try it“  or  „Sure, let's go!”
20Drv  do Jac4  “OK, let me try it”
38EPy  Eva is a slut (EvSlut), be Eva's friend (EvFr): „Yes“
38EPy  Eva is a not a slut (EvSlut), dance with Wilson, „Yes“
42JR  when visiting Jessica:  „Let's get high”
55Wil  visit Wilson (Wil2/Wil3), „Use the drug“
91WGa  after joining Wilson's gang (Wil6), „Sure, let's party“
182TyP  do drugs “In fact, yes”

after doing drugs, get   addicted  :
42JR  when visiting Jessica:  „Let's get high”
55Wil  visit Wilson (Wil2/Wil3), „Use the drug“  or  have done drugs with Wilson at Eric's party (38EPy)
86RJs  when Jessica sleeps over (Jes3), have done drugs, „We can go get some“
91WGa  after joining Wilson's gang (Wil6), „Sure, let's party“
124EvV  party with Eva (Eva7), Eva is a slut (EvSlut): „I want to get high, too“



168AF  do Jac10, agree to do drugs “Yes, why not?”

266H    break your Addiction:
212GF  “Confess your drug addiction” to Eva/Dave/Eric
  or
223H  “Confess your drug addiction” to Dad
  or
237Eri  “Confess your drug addiction” to Eric

RelStatus  Relationship Status for: Eric, Dave, Eva, Dad: Commited or Open or Breakup

266H   Eric:
stay true to Eric (Eri10)
Commit don't follow Ethan's plan (Mom3)

don't have sex with your Dad (Dad8)
don't cheat on Eric (Jack14,,,,,)
  or
don't stay succumbed to Arthur (Art17)
G20+  or  don't confess your love to Arthur (Art6)
266H  “Commit to your relationship with Eric”

Open follow Ethan's plan (Mom3)  or  have sex with your Dad (Dad8)  or  cheat on Eric 
G15+ 
wear Bimbo or Whore outfit (Outfit)
266H  “Confess to Eric your slutty nature”

Breakup follow Ethan's plan (Mom3)  or  have sex with your Dad (Dad8)  or  cheat on Eric
266H  “Break up with Eric”

Breakup 299TVS  do the TV show (TVshow)

do Art12  or  let Tyrone film you ( Ty5)
  or  
don't have RelStatus:O
let Jack film you (Jac11)  or  have public sex on Tyrone's poolparty (Ty4)

Breakup 312H Become a pornstar (Por1)
don't have RelStatus:O

266H     Dave:
be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4 or Dav8)
Commit don't follow Ethan's plan (Mom3)

don't have sex with your Dad (Dad8)
don't cheat on Dave (Jack14,Jack11,Jas6,pick up the phone on Rya1,Jes6,Kev1,Nat4 with Natasha 
alone,Eva11,Jack10)
  or
don't stay succumbed to Arthur (Art17)
G20+  or  don't confess your love to Arthur (Art6)
266H  “Commit to your relationship with Dave”

Open follow Ethan's plan (Mom3)  or  have sex with your Dad (Dad8)  or  cheat on Dave 
G15+ 
wear Bimbo or Whore outfit (Outfit)
have DaveLove9+
266H  “Confess to Dave your slutty nature”

Breakup follow Ethan's plan (Mom3)  or  have sex with your Dad (Dad8)  or  cheat on Dave 
stay succumbed to Arthur (Art17)  or  confess your love to Arthur (Art6)  or  
have sex with your Dad (Dad8)  or  have DaveLove4-  
266H  “Break up with Dave”

Breakup 299TVS  do the TV show (TVshow)



let Tyrone film you ( Ty5)
  or  
don't have RelStatus:O  or  have DaveLove6-
let Jack film you (Jac11)  or  have public sex on Tyrone's poolparty (Ty4)  or  do Art12

Breakup 312H Become a pornstar (Por1)
don't have RelStatus:O

266H     Eva:
be Eva's girlfriend (Eva12)
Commit don't invite Eva to Tyrones poolparty (Ty4)  or  leave early

G15+  or  don't cheat on Eva (,,,,,)
266H  “Commit to your relationship with Eva”

Open invite Eva to Tyrones poolparty (Ty4) and don't leave early
266H  “It's OK, we're just liberal”

Breakup 266H “This relationship isn't going anywhere”  or  “Break up with Eva”

Breakup 300H  be with your Dad  (RelStatus:C)

Breakup 299TVS  do the TV show (TVshow)
don't  be dominant with Eva (Eva8)

don't have RelStatus:O 
  or
have 2+ of the following:
+1  have public sex on Tyrone's poolparty (Ty4) and don't do Eva's threesome (Eva13) with Bubba
+1  let Tyrone film you ( Ty5) 
+1  let Jack film you (Jac11) and don't have threesome with Eva (Eva13, Jac19) and Jack
+1  do Art12  and  don't invite Eva as Arthur's birthday present (Art18)

Breakup 312H Become a pornstar (Por1)
don't have RelStatus:O
don't be dominant with Eva (do Eva8,  “Act dominant” with her)

Sex-
friend

be Eva's girlfriend

Eva joins the pool party and stays to have sex with the gang (Ty4)
  or
201H  have EvLove2-  

268H     Dad:
be with your dad (Dad9) and confess your love for him

Commit G25+  
don't stay succumbed to Arthur (Art17)
268H  “Get pregnant with Dad's child”

Breakup commit to another relationship (RelStatus)

266Str     Jack:
be Jack's girlfriend (Jack12) and confess your love for him

Commit have  Jlove5+  or  don't do Ty5,  Ty6  
if you did  Ty5,  Ty6  , choose “Yes, I love you”
  or
if you cheated on Jack (Ryan, Dad, Ethan),  “Commit to your relationship with Jack”
  or 
never cheated on Jack

Breakup 266Str have  Jlove4- or choose “I don't think I can” and  do Ty5  or  Ty6  
  or 



237Eri  choose new Eric over Jack

Breakup 299TVS  do the TV show (TVshow)

let Tyrone film you ( Ty5) and have public sex on Tyrone's poolparty (Ty4)  and have JLove7-
  or
let Tyrone film you ( Ty5) and  have JLove6-
  or
do Art12  and  have JLove5-

293Rya     Ryan  :  
become Ryan's girlfriend (Rya5)

Commit 293Rya  wear the good outfit (good)
293Rya  don't confess your love to Arthur (Art6), don't stay succumbed to Arthur (Art17)
293Rya  choose “I want to be with you, Ryan”

Breakup 256Off  have a boy- or girlfriend, choose “We need to stop this, I'm in a relationship”

299TVS  TV show   Take part in the TV show

275H  choose “Go to the TV show”

gain exposure by:
+1  do 2nd camshow (Cam2)  or  Offer nude selfies for money (144AR)
+1  do camshow with Arthur (Art12)
+1  go to Tyrone's poolparty (Ty4), agree to dance and remove the thong  and  have Exposure1-
+1  go to Tyrone's poolparty (Ty4), agree to dance and have public sex with Bubba “Put it in”
+2  Let Jack film you (Jac11):  “Let Jack film it” 
+2  Let Tyrone film you (Ty5):  “Let him film you”

other scenes coming up:
Beach (Jac5): go topless, Take picture with Jack, put sunscreen on Jack, let him put sunscreen on you
post on instagram: post sexy and nudes
go out with Tyrone (Jac7)
Tyrone's videoclip (Ty3):  give him a lapdance
do the Gossip magazine interview: pose topless or nude, answers to questions
do the photoshoot (Oth4): pose nude

Eric (The Boyfriend)                                                             

ERel:  Relationship status:  Together  :  Open  :  Breakup

do Eri3
39ER “G10+ I will wait for you”

do Eri3
14ER  when Eric tells you about Somalia: “Be understanding”
39ER  when Eric leaves for Somalia: “I would like an open relationship”
  or
do Eri3
39ER  when Eric leaves for Somalia: “G8+ I would like an open relationship”
  or
ERel:T



do Dog1 
51R  when Eric calls you from Somalia: “Tell him the truth”

don't do Eri3
  or
do Eri3
39ER  when Eric leaves for Somalia: “I won't wait”
137AR  “Break up with Eric”  or  join Wilson's gang (Wil6)

Cheat  cheat on Eric

be together with Eric (ERel:T) or in open relationship (ERel:O)
47Ic  Eva is not EvSlut, ERel:O when Eva invites you to Wilson: “I'd like that”
47Ic  not EvFr, go to toilet with Wilson (Wil1) when Wilson asks for your  number: “Give him your number”
48Wil  Wil2 / Wil3 when Wilson asks you to Beg: “Beg”
53Hot  don't play dumb (Art3)  
44PDg  do Dog1  
57RDg  do Dog2  
65F  do Jas3  
85JH  ERel:T, do Jac6  
93VA  do Art5  
99TyB  ERel:T, do Jac7  or  Jac8  
124EvV  ERel:T, do Eva7,  “Flirt back”  (set after leaving Vixxen!)

Eri1  4EB Birthday sex 2 Pictures

4EB be in the mood:  ”Make love” / “Have sex”
B4+ “Fuck hard”

makelove
fuckhard

Eri2 22ED  Date 3 Pictures

don't get in the Jacuzzi with Jack:  Jac1
14ER  don't “Get mad” when Eric tells you about Somalia
20Drv  don't go to Jacks house or give him a blowjob after Truth or Dare
20DTy  with Tyrone don't “Check out his cock” 
22ED  when Eric asks you to go home with him: “Lets go!”

ericsex1
ericsex2
ericsex3

Eri3 39ER  Goodbye sex 3 Pictures

38EPy  don't kiss Wilson  or  after you leave the club don't be honest about it
38EPy  don't go somewhere private with Wilson

esex1, esex2
esex3

Eri4 78RCa  Cam girl session with Eric 6 Pictures

don't break up with Eric ERel:B
78RCy  if you are angry at Eric: “You're right”
78RCy  “Of course I want to!”
Anal1+
43RDl  or  46R  “Buy the Average Joe”

cyber1b/g
cyber2b/g
cyber3b/g
cyber4b/g
cyber5b/g

43RDl  or  46R  “Buy the Bad Boy” cyber6b/g

Eri5 87B  Eric's new Friend on Instagram 1 Picture

don't breakup with Eric ERel:B
  or

ericinsta2



71R  when Jack asks you about paparazzi pictures, don't answer: “It's troublesome”
84ClJ  post on Instagram: “Sure, lets take a selfie”

Eri6 98AR  Cam girl with Eric again 7 Pictures

don't breakup with Eric ERel:B
do Eri5

have anal sex (Jac6, Nat3, Art5)  or  2+ 
buy Mandingo King  78RCA  or  43RDl  or  46R 

ecyber2b/g/thug
ecyber3b/g,ecyber4b/g
ecyber5b/g
ecyber6b/g
ecyber7b/g,ecyber8b/g

Eri7 191Art  Eric returns! 4 Pictures

Eric lives:
have an open relationship with Eric (ERel:O)
don't join Wilson's Gang (Wil6)
don't become Eva's girlfriend (Eva8)
137AR don't break up with Eric 

do Eri4, say “I can't wait to be fucked by someone else”  or  “Doug fucked me so good”
  or  
51R do Dog2, tell Eric about Doug  or  68R do Dog2 or Jas3, tell Eric about 
Doug/Jasmin  or   68R don't do Dog2, promise to be honest
do Jac6  or  Nat3  or  Dog4  
do Eri6, “Cum thinking about me fucking other guys”

v19eric1WSG
v19eric2WSG
v19eric3WSG
v19eric3*WSG+cum

Eri8 201H  Eric agrees to keep open relationship 4 Pictures

Eric returns from Africa (Eri7) v20dateWSG
v20ericWSG
v20eric*WSG+cum
v20date*WSG+cum

Eri9 221Eri  show Eric photo with Jack 4 Pictures

Eric returns from Africa (Eri7)
do Jack10,  168AF  “Let Jack film it”   (for extra picture) 

v19eric3BWSG
v22phone1B/G
v22phone1WBSG
v19eric3*BWSG+cum

Eri10 237Eri  A New Eric Rises! 9 Pictures

don't do Eri7

don't join Wilson's Gang (Wil6) 
  or  
215Thg when arrested “Accept the deal”, 237Eri  have G10+  

never breakup with Eric  or  38EPy break up with Eric before he leaves: “I won't wait”
237Eri don't be girlfriend of Dave or Eva 
237Eri choose “I want to be with you”, if asked to be Eric's girlfriend

got the boobjob (Body) (for extra picture)

v24eric1BWSG
v24eric2*BWSG+eric
v24eric3BWSG
v24eric4*BWSG+eric
v24eric4*BWSG+eric
+cum
 v24eric5*BWSG+eric
v24eric5*BWSG+eric
+cum
v24eric6BWSG
v24eric6*BWSG+cum

→ 245Eri Threesome with Natasha (Art16)



Eri11 243JCl  Show Eric Video with Tyrone 5 Pictures

stay true to Eric (Eri10)
work for Jack (Jack12)
215Thg don't join Wilson's gang (Wil6) and run from the police
243JCl  “Go with Eric to the bathroom”

v25club1BWSG
v25club2*BWSG+eric
v25club3*BWSG+eric
v25club2*BWSG+eric
+cum
v25club4*BWSG+cum

Eri12 266Art  Cuck Eric 3 Pictures

Eric returns from Africa (Eri7)
visit Tyrone (Ty5) and let him film you (for extra pictures)

optional: tease Eric with Arthur:
confess your love to Arthur (Art6)
Keep your sugar daddy ASD  

v26dave1*BWSG+
loser
v26video1BWSG
v26video2BWSG

Eri13 266Art  Commit to Eric 5 Pictures

stay true to Eric (Eri10)
166H commit to Eric (RelStatus:Eric:C)

got the boobjob (Body) (for extra picture)

v24eric1BWSG
v26dave1*BWSG+eric
v26dave2*BWSG+eric
v26dave4*BWSG+eric

166H don't commit or breakup with Eric (RelStatus:Eric:C) v26dave3*BWSG+eric

Eri14 282H  The Cucking of Eric 3*6 Pictures

Eric returns from Africa (Eri7)

Jack:
had sex with Jack (do Jac6, Jac7 or Jack8) and don't reject him (RejectJack)
282H  choose “Invite Jack over”

v28cuk1*BWSG+eric+jack
v28cuk2*BWSG+eric+jack
v28cuk3*BWSG+eric+jack
v28cuk3*BWSG+eric+jack+cum
v28cuk4*BWSG+eric+jack
v28cuk4*BWSG+eric+jack+cum

Tyrone:
had sex with Tyrone after the video shoot (Ty3) 
don't reject to be his muse (Ty5)
282H  choose “Invite Tyrone over”

v28cuk1*BWSG+eric+tyrone
v28cuk2*BWSG+eric+tyrone
v28cuk3*BWSG+eric+tyrone
v28cuk3*BWSG+eric+tyrone+cum
v28cuk4*BWSG+eric+tyrone
v28cuk4*BWSG+eric+tyrone+cum

Kevin:
had sex with Kevin (Kev1 or Jes6 or Kev3)
282H  choose “Invite Kevin over”

v28cuk1*BWSG+eric+kevin
v28cuk2*BWSG+eric+kevin
v28cuk3*BWSG+eric+kevin
v28cuk3*BWSG+eric+kevin+cum
v28cuk4*BWSG+eric+kevin
v28cuk4*BWSG+eric+kevin+cum

Eri15 290H  Date with (new) Eric 3 Pictures

stay true to Eric (Eri10) v29date1*BWSG+eric
v29date2*BWSG+eric
v29date2*BWSG+eric+cum



want your dad's baby (Dad11) v28cuk4*BWSG+eric
v28cuk4*BWSG+eric+cum

Eri16 294H  Threesome with Eric and ...                5+5 Pictures

Natasha:
stay true to Eric (Eri10)
294H  choose “Have a threesome with Eric and Nat”

have a threesome with Natasha and Damien (Nat3)
  OR  
237Eri  confess to Eric you cheated (ERel:T, cheat on him)  or  be in an open relationship
with him (RelStatus:O)
  and
had sex with Natasha (Nat4 with Dave or solo, Eva13)

v29some1*BWSG+eri
c+nat
v29some2*BWSG+eri
c+nat
v29some3*BWSG+eri
c+nat
v29some4*BWSG+eri
c+nat
v29some4*BWSG+eri
c+nat+cum

Eva: 
stay true to Eric (Eri10)
294H  choose “Have a threesome with Eric and Eva”
294H  Eva is not a slut (EvSlut)
237Eri  confess to Eric you cheated (ERel:T, cheat on him)  or  be in an open relationship
with him (RelStatus:O)  or  have a threesome with Natasha and Damien (Nat3)
Eva left Dave (Jack19)  

Eva is your sexfriend:  
become Eva's girlfriend (Eva8) 
  and 
break up with her either when Dave wakes up from his coma, “You need to stay with 
Dave” or “Forget about what happened between us”  or  become Jack's girlfriend (Jac12)
  or  let Eva have sex with Bubba (Ty4)  or  201H have EvLove2-
don't drop her (251Eva)

v29some1*BWSG+eri
c+eva
v29some2*BWSG+eri
c+eva
v29some3*BWSG+eri
c+eva
v29some4*BWSG+eri
c+eva
v29some4*BWSG+eri
c+eva+cum

let Eva have sex with Bubba (Ty4)  or  Eva is with Jacob (Eva7, leave with the guys) blonde eva

Jack (The Player)                                                                 

JOn  leave with Jack after Truth or Dare

get in the Jacuzzi with Jack Jac1
12JsP  when Jack tries to kiss you don't “Get away”
12JsP  when Jack drives you home don't “G9+ Look, this was mistake”
19ToD  don't drink too much (<3 drinks)
19ToD  leave with Jack after Truth or Dare (you can turn him down if you had <2 drinks)

JPt  Jack Relationship

+1  33DnE  post at least one picture at instagram after
+1  50SBi  B10+ buy the black bikini
+1  61Bch  wear the Sexy Outfit  
+1  61Bch  have a tattoo
+1  61Bch  have a piercing
+1  61Bch  B6+ go topless
+1  61Bch  JPt2+ allow him to put sunscreen on you 
+1  71R  like the paparazzi photos: “I actually found it fun”



-2  61Bch  don't pose for a picture with him: “No, thanks”
-1  61Bch  JPt2+ don't allow him to put sunscreen on you
-2  61Bch  JPt2+ if invited Dave to the beach 60RiB, ask Dave to put sunscreen on you
-2  61Bch  JPt3+ if Jack asks you to put sunscreen on him: “I rather go take a dip”
-1  71R  don't like the paparazzi photos: “It's troublesome”
-2  71R  JPt3+ decline his invitation: “I can't”  and  do Jac1, 20Drv don't drive with Jack  or  don't go to his house

JLove  Jack loves you

+1  71R  when Jack asks you about the paparazzi photos: “I don't really mind”
+1  do Jac6, ask Jack “Do you have any girls in your life right now?”, “G12+ Are you running away from love?”
+2  do Jac6, say: “G15+ Make love to me, Jack”
+1  88ARW  when Jack calls you after your date: “I would love that”
+1  99TyB do Jac8 but don't let Jessica come: “Go alone with Jack” 
+1  136AF have JLove3+, do Jac9, don't sabotage Eva (Eva6), don't say “Fuck me like the whore I am” at Jac6, 
                    say “I'm not done yet” 
+1  163R  have JLove3+, do the boob job (Body), “Send the selfie to someone”, “Jack”  
+1  168AF don't be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4), have JLove3+, at interview (159Mag) “We're friends with benefits”
+1  168AF don't be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4), have JLove3+, at interview (159Mag) “I love big dicks”
+1  168AF don't be Dave's girlfriend, have JLove3+, at interview “It's much better if there's love involved”
+2  168AF do Jac10, have JLove3+, “Rim his asshole”

=0  121AR  choose Jack for sabotaging Eva (Eva6)  
=0  136AF  choose Jasmin over Jack  (Jac9, Jas5)
=0  168AF be Dave's girlfriend, have JLove2+: “I'm with Dave now, leave me alone”  or “G30+ I can't, I'm sorry”
-2  168AF  don't be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4), have JLove3+, “I can't right now”

if you become Jack's girlfriend (Jac12)
=5  235Par  reset to 5, if you are Jack's girlfriend
-1  235Par when girl hits on Jack, “Intervene”
-1  235Par when Jack asks you why he is like this, choose “You're secretly gay”
-1 242Jac  when going out with Jack (Jack13) “I love fancy places like these!”
+1 242Jac  when going out with Jack (Jack13) “You didn't need to take me to a fancy place”
-1 260Hot  stay succumbed to Arthur (Art17)  
+1 275H  “Cancel the threesome” with Tyrone (Ty7)

RejectJack  reject Jack 

19ToD  leave with Tyrone after Truth or Date
84ClJ  on date don't kiss Jack
167Eth  haven't done Jac6  
226Jac  tell Jack “No, we're just fuckbuddies”
243JCl  reject Jack or be Jessica's girlfriend (Jack14)

you are not rejecting Jack any more:
84JH  go out with Jack (Jac6)
213H  do Dave's threesome with Jack (Dav12)

Jac1 6Jz  Jacuzzi  2 Pictures

B5+ 
6Jz  “Spread your legs”

jacuzzi1
jacuzzi2

Jac2 12JsP  Blowjob in car 2 Pictures

do JOn
B8+ Give him a blowjob

blowblack1/red1
blowblack2/red2



Jac3 20Drv  Blowjob in car (normal clothes) 2 Pictures

do JOn
do not Jac2
B6+  Suck his cock

blowcar
blowcar2

Jac4 20Drv  One Night Stand 4 Pictures

do JOn
20Drv  when Jack asks you to go to his house: “OK, let's go”

shirtup, shirtup2
jacksex1, jacksex2

Jac5 61Bch  Beach 6 Pictures

61Bch  when Jack wants a picture: “OK, let's take a pic”
61Bch  when Jack wants a picture: “Yes, of course”
have JPt 2+
61Bch when Jack offers to put sunscreen on you accept: “OK”
61Bch  when Jack asks you to put sunscreen on him accept: “Sure, I'll help you”
61Bch  “B12+ Stay on top of Jack”

beach1
beach2

beach3
beach4, beach5
beach6

Jac6 85JH  Date 15 Pictures

71R  JPt3+ if asked accept his invitation: “OK, let's go”
85JH  if asked to do a selfie, accept: “Sure, lets take a selfie”
85JH  when asked to dance, accept: “Yeah, let's dance”
85JH  “Kiss Jack”
  or
71R  have JPt2-
94AF  agree to meet Tyrone “Of course”
99TyB  “Dance with Jack”, agree to go home with him “OK, why not?”

Deep1+  (extra picture jackdate6jk2)
Deep2+  (extra picture jackdate6jk3)
85JH   “B20+ Fuck me like the whore I am”
85JH  Anal1+  Do you want to use my ass?
Anal2+

barselfieb/g
jackdate1b/g
jackdate2b/g
jackdate3b/g
jackdate4b/g
jackdate5b/g
jackdate6b/g
jackdate6jk1/ey1
jackdate6jk2/ey2
jackdate6jk3/ey3
jackdate7b/g
jackdate10b/g
jackdate10cum
jackdate9b/g

85JH  G15+ Make love to me, Jack jackdate8b/g

Jac7 99TyB  Date after night with Tyrone 5 Pictures

19ToD  don't say no when: Would you have sex with a black man?
94AF  agree to meet Tyrone “Of course”

do Jac6  
99TyB  “Dance with Jack”  or  “ Dance with Tyrone”  and  agree to go home with Jack

have anal sex (Jac6, Nat3, Art5)

jaj1SGT
jaj6SGT
jaj6SGT+ja6anal
jaj5SGT

do not have anal sex (Jac6, Nat3, Art5) jaj6SGT+
ja6pussy

Jac8 99TyB  Date + Jessica after night with Tyrone 13 Pictures

19ToD  don't say no when: Would you have sex with a black man?
94AF  agree to meet Tyrone “Of course”
do Jac6  

jaj0SGT
jaj0*SGT+jes
jaj2SGT



do Jes3  
99TyB “Dance with Jack” or “ Dance with Tyrone” and agree to go home with him
99TyB “Let Jessica come”
have had anal sex (Jac6, Nat3, Art5)

jaj2*SGT+selfie
jaj3*SGT+jack
jaj6*SGT+jes
jaj6*SGT+jes +anal
jaj5SGT
jaj5*SGT+jes
jaj4*SGT+jack
jaj7*SGT+jack1
jaj7*SGT+jack2

do not have anal sex (Jac6, Nat3, Art5) jaj6*SGT+jes+pussy

Jac9 136AF  Alpha Fitness 7 Pictures

do Jac6  or  do Jac7  or  do Jack8  or  do  Eva6
136AF  if Jasmin interrupts (Jas5), choose Jack “Go with Jack”
136AF be Addicted  or  have done drugs (Addicted), “Accept the drug”  (extra picture)

sabotage Eva (Eva6)  or  
do Jac6 and tell Jack “B20+ Fuck me like the whore I am”  or  
have JLove3+, 136AF  say “I'm not done yet”

have Deep2+
have had anal sex (Jac6, Nat3, Art5, Jas4)
136AF  “Fuck my ass”

v13drug*SGT+jack
v13jack1SGT
v13jack2aSGT
v13jack2bSGT
v13jack2a*SGT+spit
v13jack2b*SGT+spit
V13jack4*b/g+ass
V13jack4*b/g+ass+cu
mass

136AF  “Fuck my pussy” v13jack4*b/g+pussy
v13jack4*b/g+pussy+
cumpussy

don't sabotage Eva (Eva6)  and  
don't do Jac6 and tell Jack “B20+ Fuck me like the whore I am”  and  
have JLove3+
136AF  “Yes, make me feel good”

v13jack3SGT

Jac10 168AF  meet Jack in Alpha Fitness 18 Pictures

be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4)
get the boob job (Body) (for extra picture)
do Jac6 or Jac7 or Jac8  
88ARW don't reject Jack: “There won't be a next time”
168AF  “Keep touching Jack's cock”, “Alright, let's go...”

v16jack1b/g1
v16jack2sexy/good

v16jack3SGT

don't be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4)
get the boob job (Body) and (for extra pictures)
do Jac6 or Jac7 or Jac8 
88ARW don't reject Jack: “There won't be a next time”
168AF  “Sure, let's go!”
168AF  be Addicted or have done drugs, “Yes, why not?” (for extra picture)
168AF  “Rim his asshole”
168AF  “Ask him to cum on your face”
168AF  “Continue sucking Jack's cock”
have JLove4+ (for extra picture)

v16jack1b/g2
v13drug*sexy/good+b
oobs
v16jack4SGT
v16jack8SGT
v16jack6SGT
v16jack7SGT
v16jack9b/g
v16jack9*b/g+cum
v16jack6*SGT+cum
v16jack10*b/g1+cumf
ace
v16jack10*b/g2+cum
+cumface2



don't get the boob job (Body) v16jack5SGT

168AF  “Ask him to cum inside you”  or  “Go wash your face” v16jack10*b/g1
v16jack10*b/g2
v16jack10*b/g2+cum

→ 177Nat Threesome with Natasha (Nat4)

Jac11 214Alp  Alpha Fitness, meet Hugo (Jack's brother) 6 Pictures

88ARW don't reject Jack: “There won't be a next time”  or  wear the outfit (Outfit:B)

do Jack10  
  or  
have JLove3+
  or  
do Jac6, choose  “B20+ Fuck me like the whore I am”
  or
214Alp  wear the Bimbo outfit (Outfit:B)
214Alp  choose “Fuck Jack”

214Alp  choose “Cum on my pussy”

v21jack1BWSG
v21jack2BWSG
v21jack3BWSG
v21jack4BWSG
v21jack4*BWSG+cum

214Alp  choose “Cum on my face” v21jack2*BWSG+cum

→  215D3s  Threesome with Dave (Dav12)

→  215D3s  Threesome with Eva (Eva13)

Jac12 226Jac  Jack asks you to become his girlfriend 2 Pictures

do Jac11  and  have Fame5+
  or  
have JLove4+
  or  
do Jac6, choose  “B20+ Fuck me like the whore I am”  or  do Jack10 

225H  agree to visit Jack: “Go to Jack's place”

agree to be Jack's girlfriend:
226Jac  have Jlove4+
226Jac  don't wear Whore, Bimbo or Thug outfit (Outfit)
226Jac  don't love Dave too much (DaveLove8-)
226Jac  “Yes, I'll be your girlfriend”

work for Jack:
226Jac  have Fame5+

226Jac  don't go to uni  or  don't work for Ryan (Rya0, Rya2)
226Jac  agree to work for Jack: “Accept the job”  
  or
G15-   Quit college and accept the job
  or
B20+   Quit Ryan's job and accept Jack's

v22jack1BWSG
v22jack2BWSG



Jac13 242Jac  Date with Jack 8 Pictures

242Jac  be Jack's girlfriend (Jac12)
242Jac  don't be Eric's girlfriend (Eri10)

for extra pictures:
do Jac6, choose  “B20+ Fuck me like the whore I am”  or  do Jack10 
don't choose “I love you”

v24jack1SG
v24eric2*SG+jack
v24jack2BWSG
v24eric4*SG+jack
v24eric5*SG+jack
v24jack3BWSG
v24jack4BWSG
v24jack4*BWSG+cum

Jac14 243JCl  Celebrate the opening of Jack's club                                   4 Pictures

243JCl  don't be Jack's girlfriend (Jac12)
237Eri  don't break up with Jack (RelStatus:B)
243JCl  don't work for Jack's (Jac12)
do Jac6, choose  “B20+ Fuck me like the whore I am”  or  do Jack10  or  do Jack11  or   
invite Jack to threesome with Dave (Dav12) or Eva (Eva13) 
243JCl  don't be Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7)

do  Jack10  or  Jac11  or  do Jac6, choose“B20+ Fuck me like the whore I am”
  or
243JCl  be Eric's girlfriend (Eri10), choose “Cheat on Eric”
  or
243JCl  invited Jack to threesome with Dave (Dav12), choose “Cheat on Dave”
  or
243JCl  invited Jack to threesome with Eva (Eva13), choose “Cheat on Eva”

v24jack2BWSG
v24jack3BWSG
v24jack4BWSG
v24jack4*BWSG+cum

Jac15 243JCl  Strip for Jack 5 Pictures

work for Jack (Jack12)
215Thg don't join Wilson's gang (Wil6) and run from the police

be Jack's girlfriend (Jack12)
  or
don't reject Jack (RejectJack)
don't be Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7)
243JCl  if you are Eric's girlfriend: “Tell him it's not a good moment”
243JCl  Accept Jack's proposal

v25club1BWSG
v25club2*BWSG+jack
v25club3*BWSG+jack
v25club2*BWSG+jack
+cum
v25club4*BWSG+cum

→  276Jac  Threesome with Tyrone (Ty7)

→  282H  The Cucking of Eric (Eri14)

Jac16 283Jac  visit Jack 6 Pictures

be Jack's girlfriend (Jac12)
don't have the threesome with Hugo+Tyrone (Ty7)

v28cuk1*BWSG+jack
v28cuk2*BWSG+jack
v28cuk3*BWSG+jack
v28cuk3*BWSG+jack+cum
v28cuk4*BWSG+jack
v28cuk4*BWSG+jack+cum



Jac17 283Gym  Meet Jack in Gym 6 Pictures

don't be Jack's girlfriend (Jac12)
don't cuck Eric (Eri14)
had sex with Jack (do Jac6, Jac7 or Jack8) 
don't reject him (RejectJack) 
don't be in a committed relationship (RelStatus)

v28cuk1*BWSG+jack
v28cuk2*BWSG+jack
v28cuk3*BWSG+jack
v28cuk3*BWSG+jack+cum
v28cuk4*BWSG+jack
v28cuk4*BWSG+jack+cum

Jac18 290H  Date with Jack 3 Pictures

be Jack's girlfriend (Jac12) v29date1*BWSG+jack
v29date2*BWSG+jack
v29date2*BWSG+jack+cum

want your dad's baby (Dad11) v28cuk4*BWSG+jack
v28cuk4*BWSG+jack+cum

Jac19 294H  Threesome with Jack and ...                5+5 Pictures

Natasha:
294H  choose “Have a threesome with Jack and Nat”

have NatRel2+  
  OR  
become Eva's girlfriend (Eva8) 
  and 
break up with her either when Dave wakes up from his coma, “You need to stay with 
Dave” or “Forget about what happened between us”  or  become Jack's girlfriend (Jac12)
  or  let Eva have sex with Bubba (Ty4)  or  201H have EvLove2-
don't drop her (251Eva)

v29some1*BWSG+eri
c+nat
v29some2*BWSG+eri
c+nat
v29some3*BWSG+eri
c+nat
v29some4*BWSG+eri
c+nat
v29some4*BWSG+eri
c+nat+cum

Eva: 
294H  choose “Have a threesome with Jack and Eva”
294H  Eva is not a slut (EvSlut)
294H  don't be in Wilson's gang (Wil6)

Eva and Dave broke up:
58FEv tell Dave “You should break up with her”  or  Eva stays EvSlut  or  
sabotage Eva (Eva6)  or  tell Dave Eva cheated on him 

become Eva's girlfriend (Eva8) 
  and 
break up with her either when Dave wakes up from his coma, “You need to stay with 
Dave” or “Forget about what happened between us”  or  become Jack's girlfriend (Jac12)
  or  let Eva have sex with Bubba (Ty4)  or  201H have EvLove2-
don't drop her (251Eva)

v29some1*BWSG+eri
c+eva
v29some2*BWSG+eri
c+eva
v29some3*BWSG+eri
c+eva
v29some4*BWSG+eri
c+eva
v29some4*BWSG+eri
c+eva+cum

Eva girlfriend:
294H  choose “Have a threesome with Jack and Eva”

be Eva's girlfriend (Eva12)
do Eva13  

  OR  
294H  Eva is not a slut (EvSlut)

become Eva's girlfriend (Eva8) 
  and 
break up with her either when Dave wakes up from his coma, “You need to stay with 
Dave” or “Forget about what happened between us”  or  become Jack's girlfriend (Jac12)

v29some1*BWSG+eri
c+eva
v29some2*BWSG+eri
c+eva
v29some3*BWSG+eri
c+eva
v29some4*BWSG+eri
c+eva
v29some4*BWSG+eri
c+eva+cum



  or  let Eva have sex with Bubba (Ty4)  or  201H have EvLove2-
don't drop her (251Eva)

let Eva have sex with Bubba (Ty4)  or  Eva is with Jacob (Eva7, leave with the guys) blonde eva

Eva (The Best Friend)                                                          

EvFr  stay Eva's friend (or be friends again)

21R  when you meet Eva don't: “Don't you have something to tell me?” , “No”
21R  when you meet Eva don't: “Don't you dare judge me!”
35Tt  when Eva asks you for help in class and you helped Jessica at  1Fit  accept: “OK...”
47Ic  if Eva asks about what happened with Wilson at Vixxen don't: “Tell her to fuck off”
48Wil  when Eva calls you to invite you to Wilson, don't: “I'm not coming”

38EPy  you can be friends again by: “No, I just want to be your friend” to fix 21R, 35Tt
72Ev  tell Eva to “G11+ Behave yourself and save your relationship”
79SEv  if Eva is EvSlut, you don't warn Dave and don't do  Wil2 / Wil3 or  Wil4
145Dav  tell Dave “Eva is cheating on you!” ( don't succeed seducing him (Dav4, Dav5),
58FEv  don't tell Dave “You should try to hang in there”, Eva is not EvSlut, Eva cheated Eva7 )
145Dav  have sex with Dave when Eva is not EvSlut after 58FEv  telling Dave “You should try to hang in there”

EvSexy  Eva is naughtier

47Ic  be Eva's friend (EvFr)  and  Eva is not EvSlut  and  don't wait for Eric (ERel:T)  and  “Explain how you 
feel to her”  
  or  
72Ev  wear Sexy (Outfit) clothes  and  don't wait for Eric (ERel:T)  
  or  
72Ev  wait for Eric (ERel:T)  and  wear Sexy (Outfit) clothes  and  tell Eva “I cheated on him”: with Dog1  or  
Dog2  or  47Ic give Wilson your number  or  47Ic  tell Eva you would like to meet Wilson  or  48Wil “Beg” 
Wilson  or  Jas3  or  Art3  

72Ev  when Eva asks you if she should be more like you: “Yeah, you should be naughtier”

EvSlut  Eva is a slut :  Turn her back (no more slut)

6AF don't do the jacuzzi scene (Jac1) with Jack (have B4-)
6AF don't say “G12+  Don't fall for Jack's tricks”
  or  
8C don't go to Jessica's party: “Chat with Eric”, “I'd prefer to see you on Friday”
  or  
19ToD get too drunk (take 4 drinks, lies count double)

72Ev  tell Eva to “G11+ Behave yourself and save your relationship”
  or
79SEv  don't warn Dave and don't do Wil2 / Wil3 or  Wil4

EvaLove   Eva loves you (be Eva's girlfriend)

+5  124EvM become Eva's girlfriend (Eva8)
+1  163R get boobjob (Body), send picture to Eva
-1  173Eva “Flirt with the guy”
+1 173Eva “Ignore him”
-1 173Eva do 1st photoshoot (Oth2), say about  Jack: “We're friends with benefits”



-1 173Eva do 1st photoshoot (Oth2), say: “I love big dicks”
+1 173Eva do 1st photoshoot (Oth2), say: “I like doing it with a girl”
-1 173Eva choose to live with Jessica
-1 173Eva don't have sex with her, “Sorry, I have things to do”
-1 178Uni when at university, let Kevin join: “Alright, join us!” or have 164Uni “Flirt with Kevin”
-1 212GF  wear the Whore or Bimbo outfit (Outfit), “Flirt with the guy”
+1 212GF  wear the Whore or Bimbo outfit (Outfit), “Ignore him”
-1 230Str do 2nd photoshoot (Oth4), do full nude

Eva1 12JsP  Video of sucking Jack 2 Pictures

Eva is not EvSlut and don't go to Jessica's party phonesex1, phonesex2

Eva2 38EPy  Pretend to be lesbians 1 Picture

Eva is not EvSlut  
stay Eva's friend EvFr
38EPy  when Wilson tries to dance with you: “Pretend to be lesbians to get rid of them”

latino5

→ 55Wil Foursome with Wilson (Wil3)

Eva3 59SEv  Shower 3 Pictures

do Eva2
stay Eva's friend EvFr
47Ic  when Eva brings up your kiss: “I liked kissing you”
54RW  if Eva asks you to meet with Wilson don't : “I'm not going!”
59SEv  “Wanna do it again?”
59SEv  B10+ Give in to lust

evashower1
evashower2

evashower3

options for more text:
59SEv  B10+ Don't listen to her
59SEv G10+ Kissing you is incredible

Eva4 72Ev  Her room 9 Pictures

do Eva3
stay Eva's friend EvFr
68R   don't sabotage Eva and Dave:  “Sabotage Eva and Dave's relationship”
70Drw   don't sabotage Eva and Dave:  “Sabotage Eva and Dave's relationship”
72Ev   “There's nothing wrong with it”

72Ev  “Kiss her thighs“
72Ev  “Kiss around her pussy”
72Ev  “Lick her pussy”

evaroom1b/g
evaroom2b/g
evaroom3b/g
evaroom4b/g
evaroom5b/g
evaroom6b/g/f1
evaroom6f2
evaroom6f3
evaroom6f4

Eva5 80REv  Your room 5 Pictures

do Eva4
80REv   when Eva asks you to go to your room: “Yes”

evasx1gg/bg
evasx2gg/bg
evasx3gg/bg
evasx4gg/bg
evasx5gg/bg

Eva is naughty (EvSexy) evasx1gb/bb
evasx2gb/bb



evasx3gb/bb
evasx4gb/bb
evasx5gb/bb

Eva6 124Sab  Sabotage 7 Pictures

Eva is not EvSlut  
Dav1  get painted by Dave   
58FEv  don't be Eva's friend EvFr  
58FEv  “G10+ I was afraid I liked him...”  or  “B10+ I wanted him”
don't let Dave fall into coma: 
visit Wilson (do Wil3 + Wil4)  or  46R “Warn Dave” or  54RW “Call Dave”

     58FEv  when meeting Dave and Eva in Alpha Fitness: “Flirt with Dave”
     68R  after meeting Iris in park: “Call Dave”, “Sabotage Eva and Dave's relationship”
or
     68R after meeting Iris in park: “Call Dave”, “I want you to draw me again”
     70Drw  “B20+ Sabotage Eva and Dave's relationship”

72Ev  say at least 2 of: 
          “I wanted to apologize”, “I felt worthless”,  “My family broke apart”
          don't say: 
          “You tell me”, “I just wanted to have fun”, “Jessica pressured me to be like her”

123AR  choose Jack to seduce Eva

sabotage0
sabotage1
sabotage2
sabotage3
sabotage4
sabotage5
sabotage6

Eva7 124EvV  Party with Eva 11 Pictures

stay Eva's friend EvFr  
have sex with Eva (Eva4)  (for extra picture dance2*)
124EvV  be single ERel:B  or  had sex after Eric left (Cheat)  

invite Eva to go out:
Eva is EvSlut  
121AR  choose: “Party with Eva”  or  wear Sexy/Thug Outfit
  or  
Eva was turned back from EvSlut:T  or  Eva is naughty (EvSexy)  

leave with guys:
Eva is EvSlut  
  or  
Eva was turned back from EvSlut:T  
59SEv tell Dave: “You should break up with her”
  or  
do Dav3  
Eva is naughty (EvSexy)

danceashsexy/good/
thug+danceeva/thug
dance2ashsexy/good/
thug+danceeva2
dance3ashsexy/good/
thug+dance3eva/thug
fun2eva/thug
fun2*ash/bad+eva/thug
fun3*ash/bad+eva/thug
fun4*ash/bad+eva/thug
fun4*ash/bad+eva/thug
+ashcum+evacum

124EvV  you don't have to be single ERel:B or Cheat  
124EvV  don't join them: “No, let's just keep watching”

fun3eva/thug
fun4eva/thug
fun4eva*/thug+cum

Eva8 124EvM  Movie night 1 Picture

stay Eva's friend EvFr  
have sex with Eva (Eva4) and never broke it off 
Eva is not EvSlut   

Eva is not turned back (EvSlut:T)  and  Eva is not naughty (EvSexy)

evasx0SGT
evasx1SGT
evasx2SGT
evasx3SGT+evasx3dl
2



  or  
don't do Dav3  
59SEv don't tell Dave: “You should break up with her”  
do Eva7  but don't leave with guys 
124EvV  when Eva asks you to spend the night together: “Sure”

124EvM  “Kiss her”

optional be dominant with her:
124EvM  “Act dominant” 

optional become Eva's girlfriend:
don't join Wilson's gang (Wil6) 
124EvM  G15+ I think I love you, too

don't own the Bad Boy evasx3*SGT+dl1

→ 145Dav Threesome with Dave (Dav7)

Eva9 154Eva  Visit after Driving Test 3 Pictures

do Eva4 
124EvM  don't “We should stop this”

don't do Dav8  
154Eva  be Eva's girlfriend (Eva8)  or  “Kiss her”  

v15eva1SGT
v15eva2SGT
v14dave5SGT+v15eva3
v15eva4b/g

134EvM  if you “Act dominant” with Eva at the movie night you get different text

→ 158Wil Threesome with Wilson (Wil10)

Eva10 173Eva  Visit after Photo shoot 4 Pictures

173Eva  be Eva's girlfriend (Eva8) 
173Eva  when Eva invites you over, “I would love to”
  or  
173Eva  be Eva's friend (EvFr)  and  Eva's isn't a slut (EvSlut)  and 
              either:
173Eva  had sex with Eva (Eva4), never broke it off,  and  choose “Not before having 
sex with you!”
                  or  
173Eva  Eva broke up with Dave (DavEva)  and  You are not Dave's girlfriend  and  
              for the Gossip article you answered 3. question “I like doing it with a girl”  and
              when Eva asks you to have sex with her, choose “Yes”

v17eva1*WSG+evag
v17eva2WSG
v17eva4WSG
v17eva6WSG

Eva11 173EvT  Date with Thug Eva 4 Pictures

173EvT  don't be Eva's girlfriend (Eva8) 
173EvT  be Eva's friend (EvFr)  
173EvT  Eva's is a slut (EvSlut)
173EvT  be Addicted  or  have done drugs, agree to take drugs, “Alright, I want some”
173EvT  “Let's have sex!”

v17eva1*WSG+evab
v17eva3WSG
v17eva5WSG
v17eva7WSG

→  182Typ  Poolparty with Tyrone (Ty4)



Eva12 201H  Eva decides 2 Pictures

be Eva's girlfriend (Eva8)

Eva stays your girlfriend:
have EvLove3+ 
  or
182Typ don't invite Eva to Tyrone's pool party
  or 
182Typ at the pool party don't get Tyrone's interest (Ty4)
182Typ leave pool party: “No, I'm going home”

v20dateWSG
v20evaWSG

Eva13 220E3s  Threesome with Eva 3*4+3*3 Pictures

do Eva10,  “Tempt her with the idea of an open relationship”

Jack:
212GF  when Eva asks about threesome, “I'll find someone, don't worry”
do Jac6  or  Jac7  or  Jac8  or  Jac11  or  wear the Whore outfit (Outfit:W)  or  
wear the Bimbo outfit (Outfit:B)
220E3s  invite Jack to threesome: “Call Jack”

v22eva1*BWSG+jack
v22eva2*BWSG+jack
v22eva3*BWSG+jack
v22eva3*BWSG+jack+cum

Doug:
212GF  when Eva asks about threesome, “I'll find someone, don't worry”
do Dog1 or Dog2  
220E3s  invite Doug to threesome: “Call Doug”

v22eva1*BWSG+doug
v22eva2*BWSG+doug
v22eva3*BWSG+doug
v22eva3*BWSG+doug+cum

Bubba:
212GF  when Eva asks about threesome, “I'll find someone, don't worry”

182TyP visit Tyrone's poolparty (Ty4), have sex with Bubba  
  or
182TyP visit Tyrone's poolparty (Ty4), have sex with Tyrone
213H try to invite Tyrone to threesome: “Call Tyrone”
  
220E3s  invite Bubba to threesome: “Call Bubba”

v22eva1*BWSG+bubba
v22eva2*BWSG+bubba
v22eva3*BWSG+bubba
v22eva3*BWSG+bubba+cu
m

Natasha:
212GF  when Eva asks about threesome, “I think we should find a girl instead”

have threesome with Natasha and Damian (Nat3)  or  have NatRel2+  or  
go out with Natasha (Nat4)     
213H  invite Natasha to threesome: “Call Natasha”

v22eva4*BWSG+nat
v22eva5*BWSG+nat
v22eva6*BWSG+nat

Iris:
212GF  when Eva asks about threesome, “I think we should find a girl instead”

213H  have IrisRel3+ 
213H  invite Iris to threesome: “Call Iris”

v22eva4*BWSG+iris
v22eva5*BWSG+iris
v22eva6*BWSG+iris

Jessica:
212GF  when Eva asks about threesome, “I think we should find a girl instead”

do Eva8,  “Act dominant” with her
213H  Jessica is not good (JesG)
213H  invite Jessica to threesome: “Call Jessica”

v22eva4*BWSG+jes
v22eva5*BWSG+jes
v22eva7

Eva14 251Eva  meet Eva 4 Pictures

be Eva's girlfriend (Eva12)
  or

v25eva1*BWSG+eva
v25eva2*BWSG+eva



stay Eva's friend  (EvFr)
Eva is not a slut (EvSlut)
have sex with Eva (Eva4)
act dominant with Eva (Eva9)
don't be Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7)
251Eva  if asked: “Keep having sex with Eva”
251Eva  agree to go with Eva: “Let's go!”
251Eva  “Fuck Eva with the strap-on”           (for extra pictures)

v25eva3*BWSG+eva
v25eva4*BWSG+eva

Eva15 258Tyr/259H Video of  Eva 4 Pictures

Eva joins the pool party and stays to have sex with the gang (Ty4)

visit Tyrone to be his muse (Ty5)  
  or
don't visit Tyrone to be his muse (Ty5)  
Eva isn't a slut (EvSlut)

v25evabbcphone1
v25evabbc1
v25evabbc2
v25evabbcphone2

Eva16 284Eva  visit Eva 5 Pictures

be Eva's girlfriend (Eva12)
  or
keep having sex with Eva (Eva12)
don't drop her  (251Eva)
don't be Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7)
Eva is not slut (EvSlut)

v25eva1*good+eva
v28lesb1*SG+eva
v28lesb2*SG+eva
v28lesb3*SG+eva
v28lesb4*SG+eva

→ 294H  Threesome with Eric and ...    (Eri16)

→ 294H  second Threesome with Eva    (Dav19)

→ 294H  Threesome with Jack and ...      (Jac19)

Dad (Your Dad)                                                                     

Dad1 15H  Frisky under the sheets 2 Pictures

15H  G13+ “You still have me, Dad”,  “OK, I'll keep you company” dadbed1, dadbed2

Dad2 43RDl  Cuddling 1 Picture

do Dad1
40H  don't say about Mom: “She has a great boyfriend”

dadsleep2

Dad3 46R  A kiss in the dark 2 Pictures

do Dad2
46R  when Dad asks you to sleep with him, accept: “I would like that”

sleep3
sleep3b



Dad4 93cD  Job celebration 7 Pictures

do Dad3
43RDl  when buying a dildo choose “Buy the Average Joe”  or  “Buy the Bad Boy”
46R  watch “Incest porn”
91WGa  don't join Wilson's gang: “I'm not interested”
93cD  agree to sleep with him: “G18+ Accept”
93cD  “Kiss him”

dadnight1b/g
dadnight2b/g
dadnight3b/g
dadnight4*b1/g1+d1
dadnight4*b2/g2+d2
dadnight5b/g
dadnight4*b3/g3+d2
dadnight4*b3/g3+cum

Dad5 123AR  Caught Masturbating 1 Picture

do Dad4  
123AR  “Keep masturbating”

m12analSGT+
m12analdad*123

Dad6 141Dad  Acceptance 7 Pictures

do Dad4  
141Dad  “G20+ I want to be with you too, Dad!”

141Dad  “Give him a blowjob”

v14dad1b/g
v14dad2b/g
v14dad3b/g
v14dad4b/g
v14dad5b/g
v14dad6b/g

Dad7 149H  Massage 3 Pictures

do Dad6  v15dad3b/g
v15dad1b/g
v15dad2b/g

Dad8 175H  Goodbye or Stay 7 Pictures

do Dad6  

171R  choose to “Stay with Dad”
  or  
175H  agree to “Yes, let's make love”

v17dad1WSG
v17dad2WSG
v17dad3WSG
v17dad4WSG
v17dad4*WSG+hand
v17dad5WSG
v17dad5*WSG+cum

Dad9 192H  after Funeral 3 Pictures

do Dad8, choose to “Stay with Dad”

optional, confess love to dad: 
“G20+ I want to be your woman, Dad!”

v17dad1WSG
v19dad1WSG
v19dad2WSG
v19dad2*WSG+cum

Dad10 223H  Confess Addiction 3 Pictures

do Dad8, choose to “Stay with Dad”
223H if asked, agree to have sex with him “Yes, of course!”

v22dad1BWSG
v22dad2BWSG



Dad11 268H  Ashley wants a Baby 5 Pictures

do Dad9, confess your love to Dad (choose “G20+ I want to be your woman, Dad!”)
don't commit to another relationship (RelStatus)
don't stay succumbed to Arthur (Art17)
268H  have G25+  
268H  choose to:  “Get pregnant with Dad's child”

v26dad1SG
v26dad2SG
v26dad3SG
v26dad4SG

do Dad8, choose to “Stay with Dad”
 
commit to another relationship (RelStatus), 268H choose “OK, just a blowjob” 
  or
 do Dad9, don't confess your love to Dad, wear bimbo or whore outfit (Outfit)

v26dad1BWSG
v26dad1*BWSG+cum

Dad12 272H  Spend The Day In Bed 2 (+12 old) Pictures

do Dad11  
272H choose  “Stay home having sex”

v27dadSG
v27dad*SG+cum
v14dad6/g,v14dad5b/g
v14dad5*b/g+cum
v14dad4b/g
v15dad2b/g
v17dad3SG
v17dad4SG
v17dad4*SG+cum
v19dad2WSG
v19dad2*WSG+cum
v22dad2BWSG
v26dad3SG

Dad13 285H  Dinner with Dad 2 Pictures

do Dad11  v28dadSG
v28dad*SG+cum

Dad14 310H  I'm already pregnant! 3 Pictures

do Dad11  v31dad1, v31dad2
v31dad2*+cum

Jasmin (The Dickgirl)                                                          

Jas1 16F  Molested in the shower 2 Pictures

16F  don't say  “Don't get so touchy”
16F  don't say “Get away, you freak!”
B5-  or  G11+

shower1

shower2

Jas2 32F  Massage with happy ending 6 Pictures

do Jas1  (you don't need G11+)
19ToD  when Jack asks if Jasmin shouldn't disturb you say: “It won't be necessary”
32F   “Go to the gym”
32F  “Take a massage”

msg1, msg2
msg3

msg4, msg5



32F  “Stay still”  or  B3-
32F  “Keep going”  or  B3-

msg6

Jas3 65F  Massage 4 Pictures

do Jas2  (you can leave before the ending)
64RM  when thinking about Jasmin: “Go for another massage”

jmsg1/b, jmsg2/b
jmsg4/b, jmsg3/b

Jas4 100Jas  Visit Jasmin 7 Pictures

do Jas2  (you can leave before the ending)
90AF do not tell Jasmin that “You don't intimidate me”
100Jas “Call Jasmin”

talk to Jasmin:
choose “Why are you so interested in me?”, “But what do you really expect from me?

jasminsex1b/g
jasminsex2b/g
jasminsex3*b/g+baba
jasminsex4b/g
jasminsex5b/g
jasminsex5*b/g+cum

Jas5 136AF  Alpha Fitness 5 Pictures

do Jas4 
136AF  if Jack is there too (Jac9), choose Jasmin “Go with Jasmin”
136AF be Addicted  or  “Accept the drug”  (extra picture)
have Deep2+

v13drug*SGT+jasmin
v13jasmin1SGT
v13jasmin2aSGT
v13jasmin2bSGT
v13jasmin2aSGT+v13
jack2aspit
v13jasmin2bSGT+v13
jack2bspit
v13jasmin3b/g
v13jasmin3*b/g+cum

Jas6 205Jas  Accompany Jasmin and her client 6 Pictures

do Jas4 
205Jas accompany Jasmin: “Go along with her plan”

205Jas follow Jasmin's suggestion: “Give him a blowjob”  (for extra picture)

v20jasmin1WSG
v20jasmin2WSG
v20jasmin3WSG
v20jasmin4WSG
v20jasmin4*WSG+cum
v20jasmin3*WSG+cum

Jas7 221Jas  Jasmin puts you on a leash 4 Pictures

do Jas4 

be emphatic:
at  Jas4  talk to Jasmin
don't be bimbo or thug (Outfit)
choose “Do you have trouble often?”

be emphatic (Jas7)  
  or 
choose “That sucks”
talk to Jasmin (Jas4)  or  have Money1+, pay Jasmin
choose “Let's fuck”
  or 
at  Jas4  do not talk to Jasmin
don't be bimbo, whore or thug (Outfit)

dlc1BWSG
dlc2BWSG
dlc3*BWSG, +cum



choose “I can cheer you up”

Jas8 268Jas  Date with Jasmin 3 Pictures

do Jas7  
don't be in a committed relationship (RelStatus)

   don't be bimbo, whore or thug (Outfit)
   be emphatic to Jasmin (Jas7)
   268Jas  choose “Hang out with Jasmin”

       have this darn cheat variable  
       be Eric's, Dave's, Eva's (RelStatus) or old Eric (Eri7) girlfriend 
          or 
       be Jack's girlfriend

OR  

   don't be emphatic to Jasmin (Jas7)
   268Jas  choose “Call Jasmin”
   at  Jas4  talk to Jasmin  or   have Money1+, choose “Pay Jasmin”

dlc4BWSG
dlc5*BWSG, +cum

set up threesomes:
don't be in a committed relationship (RelStatus)

Eric:                                                                                                                          
be Eric's girlfriend (RelStatus) 

don't be bimbo, whore or thug (Outfit)
be emphatic to Jasmin (Jas7)
268Jas  choose “Hang out with Jasmin”
don't  have this darn cheat variable  
268Jas  choose “Have a threesome with Eric and Jasmin”
  or  
don't be emphatic to Jasmin (Jas7)
have Money1+
do Jas8  
be in a liberal relationship (RelStatus)
268Jas  choose “Have a threesome with Eric and Jasmin”, “Hire Jasmin”

Dave:                                                                                                                       
be Dave's girlfriend (RelStatus) 

don't be bimbo, whore or thug (Outfit)
be emphatic to Jasmin (Jas7)
268Jas  choose “Hang out with Jasmin”
don't have this darn cheat variable  
268Jas  choose “Have a threesome with Dave and Jasmin”
  or  
don't be emphatic to Jasmin (Jas7)                                            (BUGGED! won't work)
have Money1+
do Jas8  
be in a liberal relationship (RelStatus)
268Jas  choose “Have a threesome with Dave and Jasmin”, “Hire Jasmin”

Jack:                                                                                                                        
don't be bimbo, whore or thug (Outfit)
be emphatic to Jasmin (Jas7)
be Jack's girlfriend (RelStatus) 
268Jas  choose “Hang out with Jasmin”

 



268Jas  choose “Have a threesome with Jack and Jasmin”
  or  
don't be emphatic to Jasmin (Jas7)                                            (BUGGED! won't work)
had sex with Jack in the gym (Jack9) or (Jack11) or at the opening of his club (Jack14) 
or when going out with Natasha (Nat4) or be Jack's whore  
have this darn cheat variable  or  be single  
have Money1+
do Jas8  
268Jas  choose “Have a threesome with jack and Jasmin”, “Hire Jasmin”

Jas9 280Jas  threesome with Jasmin 15 Pictures

set up threesomes (Jas8)  

Eric:
280Jas  be Eric's girlfriend (RelStatus) 

280Jas  Tell Eric to fuck Jasmin (for extra picture)

dlc6*BWSG+eric
dlc7*BWSG+eric
dlc8*BWSG+eric
dlc9*BWSG+eric, 
+cum

Dave:
280Jas  be Dave's girlfriend (RelStatus) 

280Jas  Tell Dave to fuck Jasmin (for extra picture)

dlc6*BWSG+dave
dlc7*BWSG+dave
dlc8*BWSG+dave
dlc9*BWSG+dave, 
+cum

Jack:
280Jas  don't break up with Jack (RelStatus) 

280Jas  Tell Jack to fuck Jasmin (for extra picture)

dlc6*BWSG+jack
dlc7*BWSG+jack
dlc8*BWSG+jack
dlc9*BWSG+jack, 
+cum

Jas10 303Jas  Together with Jasmin 4 Pictures

go on a date with Jasmin (Jas8)  
don't be bimbo, whore or thug (Outfit)
be emphatic to Jasmin (Jas7)
268Jas  choose “Hang out with Jasmin”
don't be the girlfriend of Eric, old Eric, Dave, Jack, Eva, Ryan or Jessica (RelStatus), 
don't be with dad (Dad11) or Arthur (Art16, Art17)

303Jas  choose “Go to Jasmin's place”  or  “Call Jasmin”
303Jas  choose “Yes, I want to be with you!”

vendjasmin1SG
vendjasmin2SG
vendjasmin3*SG, +cum

Tyrone (The Rap Star)                                                          

Ty1 20DTy  A star in your hand! 2 Pictures + 3 Eva

Eva is EvSlut  
12JsP  when Tyrone asks:  Are you taken?: “I'm single”
19ToD  don't drink too much (<2 drinks)
19ToD  don't say no when: Would you have sex with a black man?
19ToD  B5+ “How big is your dick?” when asking Tyrone
19ToD  drive home with Tyrone after Truth or Dare (don't do JOn)
20DTy   “Let him kiss you”
20DTy   “Check out his cock”

tyronekiss
tyronepaja

phoneevasuck
jeva1
jeva2



Ty2 99TyB  Dare to kiss 1 Picture

12JsP  when Tyrone asks:  Are you taken?: say: “I'm single”  or  20DTy kiss Tyrone
19ToD  don't say no when: Would you have sex with a black man?
94AF  agree to meet Tyrone “Of course”
99TyB  chose dare: “Kiss your favorite person in the group”

darekissashSGT

12JsP  when Tyrone asks if you are taken: don't say: “I'm single”
  and  20DTy don't kiss Tyrone

darekissjes

Ty3 130VS  Video Shoot 11 + 7 Pictures

19ToD  don't say no when: Would you have sex with a black man?
94AF  agree to go out with Tyrone “Of course”
125AR have Fame2+
125AR be on Instagram
125AR agree when Tyrone asks you to dance in his video: “Accept”
130VS  don't complain about outfit, „No, it's OK...“  or  be Addicted  
130VS  want Attention, when dancing with Jessica: „Try to stand out”
do at least one of the following:
  - 130VS  wear the Sexy or thug Outfit  
  - 130VS  have a Tattoo  
  -  99TyB  when going out with Tyrone, dance with Tyrone,  “Yes, I'm interested“
130VS  go with Jolene: „Alright!“
130VS  B6+ Give him a lap dance
130VS  after the videoshoot:  „Go with Tyrone”

vclip0b/g, vclip1b/g,
vclip2b/g, vclip3b/g
vclip4b/g, vclip5b/g
v13tyrone1b/g
v13tyrone2b1/g1
v13tyrone2b2/g2
v13tyrone2b3/g3
v13tyrone3b/g
v13tyrone4b1/g1
v13tyrone4b2/g2
v13tyrone4b3/g3
v13tyrone5b/g
v13tyrone6b/g
v13tyrone6*b/g+cum

130VS  don't go with Jolene: „I'd rather not do it“ vclip4jes

Ty4 182TyP  Pool Party 14+18+15 Pictures

agree to do the video shoot with Tyrone (Ty3)
180AH accept Tyrone's invitation to pool party: “That's awesome”

add Jessica:
180AH Jessica is still bad (JesG1-)

add Eva:
180AH be Eva's friend (EvFr)
180AH Eva is EvSlut  or  do the movie night Eva8 and “Act dominant”  or  do Eva7 and
leave with the guys  or  turn Eva back from  EvSlut:T and Eva is not Dave's girlfriend
180AH invite Eva to the pool party: “Bring Eva to the party”

to get Tyrone's interest at the end you must score 4+ points:
+1  do the video shoot (Ty3) and have sex with Tyrone
+1 149H send Tyrone a slutty selfie: “Take a slutty selfie”
-1  149H don't send Tyrone a selfie: “Don't send him a selfie”
+1  182TyP have Fame6+
+1  182TyP when Tyrone's offers his swimsuits: “That's a great idea!”
-1  182TyP when Tyrone's offers his swimsuits: “I'd prefer to wear my own bikini”
+1  182TyP when Tyrone asks to show off his swimsuits: “Pose for the guys”
-1  182TyP when Tyrone asks to show off his swimsuits: “Refuse”
-1  182TyP when showing off his swimsuits: “I'm glad you enjoyed the videoclip”
+1  182TyP when showing off his swimsuits: “I didn't need to know that!”
+1  182TyP when you can talk to people: “Talk with Tyrone”
-1  182TyP when you can talk to people: “Talk with Tyrone's friends”
-2  182TyP when T-Dog ask you if you 'ever had black dick': “Maybe”
-1  182TyP when Bubba offers you money to go topless: “Go topless”
+1  182TyP when Bubba offers you money to go topless: “Refuse”

jolenepool,irispool
evapool/evatgpool
v18pool1*WSG+jes
+eva
v18drugseva/b
v18drugsWSG
v18pool2*WSG+jes+
eva
v18pool3*WSG+
iris+jes+eva/b
v18pool4*WSG+bk
v18pool4*WSG+bk2
v18pool5*WSG+iris+
eva/b+jes
v18pool5jessex
v18pool5jes*sex+cum
(v18poolevacum)
(v18pool5iris*+cum)
ashpoolnudeWSG
(ashtopWSG)
(ashpoolWSG)

v18irisgang1
v18tyrone1WSG
v18irisgang2
v18tyrone2WSG
v18tyrone2bWSG



+1  182TyP when Tyrone asks you to dance, accept and “Remove the thong”
+1  182TyP when Bubba starts his 'dance contest': “Stay out of it”
+1  182TyP when Bubba starts his 'dance contest': “Participate”, “No way”
=0  182TyP when Bubba starts his 'dance contest': “Participate”, “Put it in”

182TyP “Pose for the guys”
182TyP do drugs: be Addicted  or  done drugs, “Yeah, let's get high!”  or  “In fact, yes”
182TyP when Tyrone asks you to dance: “I'll dance, too”
182TyP when Bubba pulls your thong: “Remove the thong”
182TyP when Bubba starts his 'dance contest': “Participate”

Ash with Tyrone (have 4+ points with Tyrone):
182TyP when Bubba wants to fuck you, refuse: “No way”
182TyP when Tyrone invites you to join him, agree: “I want to have sex”
182TyP have Deep3+  (extra picture)

v18tyrone3WSG
v18gangeva1*WG+
iris
(v18gangeva1iris*noev
a+iris)
v18jes2, v18jes1
v18tyrone4WSG
v18tyrone5WSG
v18irisgang3
v18gangeva2*TG+cum
v18jes*2+cum
v18tyrone6WSG
v18tyrone6*WSG+bum
v18irisgang4
v18irisgang4*+cum

Iris with Tyrone (don't have 4+points with Tyrone), go with Bubba:
182TyP when Bubba wants to fuck you, agree: “Put it in”
182TyP when Bubba wants you to go with him: “Yeah, let's go!”

v18pool5*WSG+cum
v18gang1WSG
v18tyrone1iris
v18tyrone2iris
v18tyrone3iris
v18gang2WSG
v18jes2, v18jes1
v18gangeva1*WG+
ashWSG
(v18gangeva1*ashnoev
a+ashWSG)
v18gang3WSG
v18tyrone4iris
v18tyrone5iris
v18gangeva2*TG+cum
v18jes*2+cum
v18gang4WSG
v18gang4*WSG+cum
v18tyrone6iris
v18tyrone6*iris+bum

just watch (don't join Tyrone or Bubba):
182TyP have 4+ points with Tyrone
182TyP don't join him: “I can't”
  or  
182TyP when Bubba wants to fuck you to win the contest, refuse: “No way”
182TyP have 3- points with Tyrone
182TyP when Bubba wants you to go with him: “I'll go in alone”

Ty5 258Tyr  Muse 9 Pictures

have sex with Tyrone at the pool party (Ty4)
253H  don't be Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7)
258Tyr  agree to meet Tyrone: “Sure, I want to see you!”
258Tyr  let Tyrone film you: “Let him film you”    (for extra picture)

25tatuBWSG
25tyrone1BWSG
25tyrone2BWSG
25tyrone3BWSG
25tyrone4BWSG
25tyrone5BWSG
25tyrone6BWSG
25tyrone7BWSG
25tyrone7*BWSG+cum

Ty6 265Tyr  Gangbang 8 Pictures

have sex with Bubba at the pool party (Ty4) 25tatuBWSG



253H  don't be Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7)
264Tyr  agree to meet Bubba: “OK, I will go”

26bbc1BWSG
26bbc2BWSG
26bbc3BWSG
26bbc4BWSG
26bbc4*BWSG+cum
26bbc5BWSG
26bbc5*BWSG+cum

Ty7 273Ty  3some with Hugo or  276Jac Jack 7+7 Pictures

be Jacks girlfriend (Jack12)
266Str  don't break up with Jack (RelStatus:B)
have  Jlove5+  
kiss Tyrone after Truth or Dare (Ty1) or do the videoclip with Tyrone (Ty3) or 
99Tyb dance with Tyrone or do Ty5 or do Ty6  
266Str  choose “Yes, I love you”,  “Let's have a threesome with Tyrone”
  or
do Jack14  
253H do Ty5

273Ty  don't be commited to Jack (RelStatus:C)   
273Ty  choose to “Join Tyrone and Hugo”

v26some1*BWSG+hugo
v26some2BWSG
v26some3*BWSG+hugo
v26some4*BWSG+hugo
v26some5*BWSG+hugo
v26some6*BWSG+hugo
v26some6*BWSG+hugo
+cum

273Ty  be commited to Jack (RelStatus:C)
  or 
273Ty  choose “Wait for the threesome with Jack”

275H   choose to “Go on with the threesome”

v26some1*BWSG+jack
v26some2BWSG
v26some3*BWSG+jack
v26some4*BWSG+jack
v26some5*BWSG+jack
v26some6*BWSG+jack
v26some6*BWSG+jack
+cum

→  282H  The Cucking of Eric (Eri14)

Ty8 283Gym  visit Tyrone 3*6 Pictures

had sex with Tyrone after the video shoot (Ty3) 
don't reject to be his muse (Ty5)
don't be in a committed relationship (RelStatus)
283Gym   “Accept Tyrone's invitation”

v28cuk1*BWSG+tyrone
v28cuk2*BWSG+tyrone
v28cuk3*BWSG+tyrone
v28cuk3*BWSG+tyrone+cum
v28cuk4*BWSG+tyrone
v28cuk4*BWSG+tyrone+cum

Dave (The Artist)                                                                  

DavEva  Dave and Eva are together : or broken up

58FEv  Eva never went with Jack (EvSlut), or is reformed (EvSlut)

58FEv  Eva went with Jack (EvSlut), tell Dave to dump Eva
145Dav  tell Dave Eva cheated on him (EvFr)
173Dav  become Dave's girlfriend (Dav4)
173Dav  become Eva's girlfriend (Eva8)
173Dav  Eva is slut (EvSlut)



173Dav  sabotage Eva (Eva6)

DavLove  Dave loves you 

165Dav be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4) or become Dave's girlfriend (Dav8)
+10 165Dav  be Dave's girlfriend
+1  163R  get boobjob(Body:B), send selfie of your new boobs to Dave: “Send the selfie to someone” “Dave”
    do the Gossip Interview (  Oth2  ):
   -2  144AR want Attention, “Offer nude selfies for money”
   -2  say about Jack: “We're friends with benefits”
   +1  when asked about what is important to you, say “Love”
   -1  when asked about what is important to you, say “Money”
   +1  when asked about favorite sex, say “It's much better if there's love involved”
   -1  when asked about sex: “I love big dicks” or “I love my partner to be dominant” or “I like doing it with a girl”
+1  165Dav do Dav9, choose “Concentrate on making Dave cum”
+1  165Dav do Dav9, choose “B15+ Plunge the Mandingo King into your pussy”
+1  165Dav do Dav9, when Dave asks you to use your dildos, choose “I don't need them!”
+2  168AF do Jack10, don't leave with Jack: “I'm with Dave now, leave me alone” (G10+ if Jack calls you whore)
+3  168AF do Jack10, “Keep touching Jack's cock”,“G30+ I can't, I'm sorry” (only if Jack doesn't call you whore)
-1   168AF do Jack10, leave with Jack
-1  169R  wear the good outfit, have B25+
+1  173Dav  wear whore outfit (Outfit:W), “Stand by Dave”
+1  175H invite Dave to the threesome with Natasha (Nat4)
+1  177Nat agree to threesome with Natasha (Nat4): “Let's have a threesome”
-1  194H do Dav10, had sex with Tyrone or Bubba (Ty4)
-1  194H do Dav10, had sex w.Tyrone/Bubba (Ty4), at Dav9 chose “B15+ Plunge the Mandingo King into pussy”
-1  194H do Dav10, did Nat4, choose “Yes, I want a threesome with two guys!”, had sex w.Tyrone or Bubba (Ty4)
-1  194H do Dav10, did Nat4, choose “Yes, I want a threesome with two guys!”, had sex w.Tyrone or Bubba 
(Ty4), at Dav9 chose “B15+ Plunge the Mandingo King into your pussy”
-2  212GF wear sexy outfit, have have G9- B35+, have B39- or  don't have the boobjob, “Tell Dave to step down”
-1  212GF do 3rd camshow (Cam3), “Tell Dave about your job as a camgirl”
-1  212GF be Addicted, choose “It's nothing!”  or  “I'm just on my period”
-1  215D3s  do Dave's threesome (Dav12) with Jack
-2  215D3s  do Dave's threesome (Dav12) with Bubba
+1  215D3s  do Dave's threesome (Dav12) with Jessica or Iris
-1  221Dav  do Jack10, don't break up (Dav13)
-1 230Str do 2nd photoshoot (Oth4), do full nude
-2 258Tyr  be Tyrones muse (Ty5) 
-2 260Hot  stay succumbed to Arthur (Art17), don't be Tyrones muse (Ty5) 
-1 260Hot  stay succumbed to Arthur (Art17)  

Dav1 29Drw  Being drawn 3 Pictures

agree to model for him, either at 17PD or at 29Drw
29Drw  “Strip down completely”, “I'm OK with it”, “Make a daring pose”

draw1
draw2, draw3

Dav2 61Bch  Beach 3 Pictures

agree to model for him, either at 17PD or at 29Drw
50SBi B10+ buy the black bikini  or   61Bch B6+ go topless
58FEv  at end choose:  “B10+ I wanted him”  or  “G10+ I was afraid I liked him...”
60RiB  after Jessica invites you to the beach: “Invite Dave”
61Bch  ask Dave to put sunscreen on you

beachdave 
beachdaveshy
beachdaveashslut

50SBi  don't buy the black bikini  and   61Bch don't go topless beachdavenormal

Dav3 70Drw  Drawn again 5 Pictures



agree to model for him, either at 17PD or at 29Drw
wear the sexy  Outfit
58FEv  don't “Flirt with Dave”
58FEv  at end choose:  “B10+ I wanted him”  or  “G10+ I was afraid I liked him...”
68R  “Call Dave”
70Drw  “B20+ Reveal your pussy” (for extra picture)

ddraw2b/g
ddraw4
ddraw1b/g
ddraw4b

don't wear the sexy    Outfit ddraw3

Dav4 145Dav  Dave's Girlfriend 8 Pictures

Eva is EvSlut  
let Dave draw you (Dav1) 
don't sabotage Eva's relationship (Eva6) 
don't let Dave fall into coma (Eva6) 
don't join Wilson's gang (Outfit) 
be single (ERel:B)  
58Fev  tell Dave to stay with Eva: “You should try to hang in there”
58FEv  when you meet Dave “G10+I was afraid I liked him...”
don't agree to the threesome with Eva (Dave7)
144AR  when Dave invites you: “Ask him to draw you again”
145Dav  if you are Eva's girlfriend (Eva8) choose:  “Dave”
145Dav  when been drawn: “Tease him with a daring pose”  (for extra picture)
145Dav  after been drawn: “Kiss him”
145Dav  “Do you really want to be with her?”
145Dav  “Cum in my mouth”

v14draw1SGT
v14draw2SGT
v14davelove1b/g
v14davelove2b/g
v14davelove2b/g+
v14davelove2orgasm
v14dave2sexy/good
v14dave6b/g
v14davelove3b/g
v14dave7sexy/good
v14dave7sexy/good+
v14dave7cumash

145Dav  “Cum inside me” v14davelove3b/g+
v14davelove3cum

Dav5 145Dav  Seduce Dave 8 Pictures

let Dave draw you (Dav1) 
don't sabotage Eva's relationship (Eva6) 
don't let Dave fall into coma (Eva6) 
58FEv  at end choose:  “B10+ I wanted him” 
don't agree to the threesome with Eva (Dave7)
145Dav  wear the sexy or thug outfit (Outfit) 
144AR  when Dave invites you: “Ask him to draw you again”
145Dav  if you are Eva's girlfriend (Eva8) choose:  “Dave”
145Dav  when been drawn: “Tease him with a daring pose”
145Dav  when been drawn:  “B25+ Masturbate in front of him”
145Dav  after been drawn: “Kiss him”

58Fev  Eva is EvSlut   
58Fev  tell Dave to stay with Eva: “You should try to hang in there”
145Dav  be single (ERel:B) 
  or
145Dav  Eva is EvSlut  
145Dav  be single (ERel:B) 
  or 
145Dav  be in open relationship (ERel:O) 
145Dav  Eva is EvSlut  or  58Fev  Eva is EvSlut, tell Dave to break up: “You should 
break up with her”

145Dav  “Cum in my mouth”

v14draw1SGT
v14draw2SGT
v14draw3SGT
v14davelove2b/g
v14davelove2b/g+
v14davelove2orgasm
v14dave2sexy/good
v14dave6b/g
v14davelove3b/g
v14dave7sexy/good
v14dave7sexy/good+
v14dave7cumash

145Dav  “Cum inside me” v14davelove3b/g+
v14davelove3cum



Dav6 145Dav  The Spoils of Sabotage 8 Pictures

sabotage Eva's relationship (Eva6) 
145Dav  be in open relationship (ERel:O) or single (ERel:B) 
145Dav  when been drawn:  “B25+ Masturbate in front of him”

145Dav  “Cum in my mouth”

v14draw1SGT
v14draw2SGT
v14draw3SGT
v14davelove2b/g
v14davelove2b/g+
v14davelove2orgasm
v14dave2sexy/good
v14dave6b/g
v14davelove3b/g
v14dave7sexy/good
v14dave7sexy/good+
v14dave7cumash

145Dav  “Cum inside me” v14davelove3b/g+
v14davelove3cum

Dav7 145Dav  Dave's Threesome 8 Pictures

Eva is EvSlut 
stay Eva's friend EvFr
let Dave draw you (Dav1) 
break up with Eric (ERel:B)
58Fev  tell Dave  to stay with Eva: “You should try to hang in there”
72Ev  tell Eva to “G11+ Behave yourself and save your relationship”
142Eva  when Eva asks you to model with her: “Just draw us, or something more?”
142Eva when Eva asks you to have sex with Dave: “OK, I'll do it ”
142Eva when Eva asks you to have sex her, too: “Yes, I'd like that”

v14draw4b/g
v14dave1SGT+
v14dave1eva
v14dave2sexy/good+
v14dave2eva
v14dave3SGT
v14dave4b/g
v14dave5SGT+
v14dave5dave
v14dave6b/g+
v14dave6eva
v14dave7SGT+
v14dave7eva
v14dave7SGT+
v14dave7*eva+
cumash+cumeva

Dav8 154Dav  Date 1 Picture

Dave points:
58FEv  at end choose:  “B10+ I wanted him”  or  “G10+ I was afraid I liked him...”
-1  58FEv  “You should try to hang in there”
+1  60RiB  invite Dave to the Beach 
-1  61Bch  with Dave at the beach apply sunscreen on Jack “Sure, I'll help you”
+1 68AR  “Call Dave”, “Do I have to need something to call you?”
+1  70Drw   when drawn 2. time “You're really passionate about this”
+1  70Drw  when EvSlut  “Ask about Eva”
+1  74Hos  don't go Wilson, warn Dave: “I don't know what I would do if I lost you”
+2  95Gal  at Gallery, not EvSlut, did Dav3 “I'm glad you did”
-1   95Gal  at Gallery, not EvSlut, did Dav3 “You should've drawn her”
+2  95Gal  did Dav3,  EvSlut or turned back

be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4)
have 3+ Dave points
  or
become Dave's girlfriend:
do Dav1  
58FEv  at end choose: “G10+ I was afraid I liked him...”
145Dav  tell Dave Eva cheated on him (EvFr)

v15daveb/g



have 3+ Dave points

Dav9 165Dav  Introduction to Dildos 11 Pictures

be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4 or Dav8)
165Dav  when Dave asks you if you want to use the toys: “Yes!”
165Dav  “Plunge the dildo into your pussy”
78RCa/43RDl  buy the Mandingo King
had sex with Tyrone (Ty3)
165Dav  “B15+ Plunge the Mandingo King into your pussy”

v15daveb/g
v16dave2b/g
v16dave4b/g
v16dave5*b/g+dl1/dl2
v16dave6*b/g+suck1/suck2
v16dave6*b/g+dl3
v16dave6*b/g+dl3+cum

don't get the boob job (Body) v16dave3b/g

165Dav  when Dave asks you if you want to use the toys: “I don't need them!” v16dave6*b/g+hand1

165Dav  “Concentrate on making Dave cum” v16dave6*b/g+suck1/suck2
+cum

165Dav  “Plunge the dildo into your pussy” v16dave6*b/g+dl1/dl2+cum

→ 177Nat Threesome with Natasha (Nat4)

Dav10 194H  After Funeral 8 Pictures

be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4 or Dav8)

do threesome with Natasha and Dave (Nat4) (extra picture)
visit Tyrone's poolparty and have sex with Tyrone or Bubba (Ty4) 
194H when Dave offers a threesome, choose: “Yes, I want a threesome with two guys!”
  or
do Dav9 and choose “Yes” when he asks you if you want to use a dildo.
194H when Dave asks you about the dildos, choose: “Use the dildos”
194H when Dave asks you for your wish, choose: “Ask for a threesome”

v19dave0WSG
v19dave1WSG
v19dave2WSG
v19dave2*WSG+cum
v19dave3WSG
v19dave3*WSG+suck
v19dave3*WSG+bbc

do threesome with Natasha and Dave (Nat4)
don't visit Tyrone's poolparty or don't have sex with Tyrone or Bubba (Ty4) 
do Dav9 
194H choose “Use the dildos”
194H when Dave offers a threesome, choose: “Yes, I want a threesome with two guys!”

v19dave3*WSG+hand

Dav11 201H  Dave Visit 4 Pictures

be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4 or Dav8) v20dateWSG
v20daveWSG
v20dave*WSG+cum
v20date*WSG+cum

Dav12 215D3s  Threesome with Dave 3*5+3*6 Pictures

do threesome with Natasha (Nat4+Dave)

Jack:
do Dav10, ask for a threesome “Yes, I want a threesome with two guys!”
do Jac6  or  Jac7  or  Jac8  or  wear the Whore outfit (Outfit:W)  or  wear the 
Bimbo outfit
213H  invite Jack to threesome: “Call Jack”

v21dave5*BWSG+jack
v21dave6*BWSG+jack
v21dave7*BWSG+jack
v21dave8*BWSG+jack
v21dave5*BWSG+jack+cum

Doug: v21dave5*BWSG+doug



do Dav10, ask for a threesome “Yes, I want a threesome with two guys!”
do Dog1 or Dog2  
213H  invite Doug to threesome: “Call Doug”

v21dave6*BWSG+doug
v21dave7*BWSG+doug
v21dave8*BWSG+doug
v21dave5*BWSG+doug+cu
m

Bubba:
do Dav10, ask for a threesome “Yes, I want a threesome with two guys!”

182TyP visit Tyrone's poolparty (Ty4), have sex with Bubba  
  or
182TyP visit Tyrone's poolparty (Ty4), have sex with Tyrone
213H try to invite Tyrone to threesome: “Call Tyrone”
  
213H  invite Bubba to threesome: “Call Bubba”

v21dave5*BWSG+bubba
v21dave6*BWSG+bubba
v21dave7*BWSG+bubba
v21dave8*BWSG+bubba
v21dave5*BWSG+bubba+cu
m

Natasha:
do Dav10, ask for a threesome “I only want threesomes with you and another girl”

213H  invite Natasha to threesome: “Call Natasha”

v21dave1*BWSG+nat
v21dave2*BWSG+nat
v21dave3*BWSG+nat
v21dave3*BWSG+nat+cum
v21dave4*BWSG+nat
v21dave4*BWSG+nat+cum

Iris:
do Dav10, ask for a threesome “I only want threesomes with you and another girl”
213H  have IrisRel3+ 
213H  invite Iris to threesome: “Call Iris”

v21dave1*BWSG+iris
v21dave2*BWSG+iris
v21dave3*BWSG+iris
v21dave3*BWSG+iris+cum
v21dave4*BWSG+iris
v21dave4*BWSG+iris+cum

Jessica:
do Dav10, ask for a threesome “I only want threesomes with you and another girl”
213H  Jessica is not good (JesG)
213H  invite Jessica to threesome: “Call Jessica”

v21dave1*BWSG+jes
v21dave2*BWSG+jes
v21dave3*BWSG+jes
v21dave3*BWSG+jes+cum
v21dave4*BWSG+jes
v21dave4*BWSG+jes+cum

Dav13 221Dav  Dave Breakup / don't break up 4 Pictures

be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4 or Dav8)
do Jack10,  168AF  “Let Jack film it”   (for extra picture) 

v19daveBWSG
v19dave*BWSG+cum
v22phone1B/G
v22phone1WBSG

168AF  don't “Let Jack film it”
don't get the boobjob (Body:B) 
221Dav  “Make excuses”

Dav14 231H  Camshow with Dave 4 Pictures

be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4 or Dav8)
do 3rd camshow (Cam3)
212GF tell Dave about being a camgirl
231H  “Ask him to do a cam show together”

v23camBWSG
v23dave1BWSG
v23dave2BWSG
v23dave2*BWSG+cum

231H  don't do the camshow together: “Forget it” v23dave1BWSG
v23dave2BWSG
v23dave2*BWSG+cum

Dav15 262Str  Hookup with Dave 5 Pictures



had sex with Dave (sabotage Eva (Dav6) or seduce Dave (Dav5) )
don't be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4 or Dav8)
don't be Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7)
don't be Jack's girlfriend (Jac12)

Eva and Dave broke up:
58FEv tell Dave “You should break up with her”  or  Eva stays EvSlut  or  
sabotage Eva (Eva6)  or  tell Dave Eva cheated on him 

241Jes  don't tell Jessica “Show Dave your feelings” (good Jessica+Dave single)
263Dav  suggest: “Let's fuck”
don't join Wilson's gang (Outfit) (for extra picture)
got the boobjob (Body) (for extra picture)

v19dave0BWSG
v26dave1*BWSG+
dave
v26dave2*BWSG+
dave
v26dave3*BWSG+
dave
 v26dave3*BWSG+
dave+cum

Dav16 266H  Dave returned from Rome 5 Pictures

be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4 or Dav8)
266H  don't break up with Dave
166H commit to Dave (RelStatus:Dave:C)

got the boobjob (Body) (for extra picture)

v19dave0BWSG
v26dave1*BWSG+dave
v26dave2*BWSG+dave
v26dave4*BWSG+dave
 v26dave4*BWSG+
dave+cum

166H don't commit or breakup with Dave (RelStatus:Dave:C) v26dave3*BWSG+dave
 v26dave3*BWSG+
dave+cum

Dav17 290H  Date with Dave 3 Pictures

be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4 or Dav8)
266H  don't break up with Dave

v29date1*BWSG+dave
v29date2*BWSG+dave
v29date2*BWSG+dave+cum

want your dad's baby (Dad11) v28cuk4*BWSG+dave
v28cuk4*BWSG+dave+cum

Dav18 294H  Threesome with Natasha 5 Pictures

be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4 or Dav8)
266H  don't break up with Dave
294H  choose “Have a threesome with Dave and Nat”
294H  have NatRel2+  or  had sex with Nat (Nat3 or Nat4 with Nat alone or with 
Dave or Dav12 with Nat)

have threesome with Dave (Dav12)
  or 
be in  an open relationship with Dave ((RelStatus:Dave:O)

v29some1*BWSG+dave+nat
v29some2*BWSG+dave+nat
v29some3*BWSG+dave+nat
v29some4*BWSG+dave+nat
v29some4*BWSG+dave+nat
+cum

Dav19 294H  second Threesome with Eva 5 Pictures

don't be in a committed relationship (RelStatus:C)

had a threesome with Eva and Dave (Dav7)
  or 
let Dave draw you and Eva together (Dav7)

294H  choose “Have a threesome with Eva and Dave”

v29some1*BWSG+dave+eva
v29some2*BWSG+dave+eva
v29some3*BWSG+dave+eva
v29some4*BWSG+dave+eva
v29some4*BWSG+dave+eva
+cum



Arthur (The Sugar Daddy)                                                   

ASD  Keep your sugar daddy (or get him back)

s04  B3+ when Arthur makes you compliments: “Keep going”  or  
30R  when Arthur texts you: “Lead him on”
63SAT  if you didn't do Art3 you have to: “Indulge him”
93VA   when Arthur asks you to sleepover: “Accept Arthur's offer” and don't cancel the date  
150Art  don't break up with Arthur: “I'm done with this relationship”
190Fun don't break up with Arthur: “You're messed up!” or “This is over”
190Fun if Dave's girlfriend, G10+, don't break up with Arthur: “I can't betray my boyfriend”
190Wil don't break up with Arthur: “This is over”
191Air  don't break up with Arthur: “We need to end this”
232H  have confessed your love to Arthur (Art8)

33DnE don't remove Arthur's hand under the table and accept his offer: “I can do that”  or  “That sounds good”

ARel  Relationship with Arthur

+1  do Art1  B10+
+1  60RiB  ASD  or  “Send a sexy selfie” to Arthur
+1  60RiB  ASD  B16+   “Take a naked picture”
+1  63SAT “Bring Eric's dad” to shopping a new outfit
+1  do Art4,  tell Arthur: “His dad is a better man...” 
+1  do Art5, tell Arthur: “You look very handsome!” 
+1  do Art5, don't use condoms: “No, I'm on the pill”

-3  52Hot  “play dumb” at the Hotel
-2  do Art5, don't have sex with Arthur: “We can do anything but fuck”  don't  “ What the hell, let's do it”

Art1 33DnE  Under the table 10 Pictures

Keep your sugar daddy ASD
33DnE  wear your new clothes (if not ASD)
33DnE  when both touch your leg: “Remove Eric's hand”

have B10+

table2
table3
table4
table6, table7
table8, table9
table10, table10b
table11

Art2 50SBi  A kiss for daddy 3 Pictures

Keep your sugar daddy ASD
50SBi  “Kiss him”
50SBi  “Kiss him more”

edkiss1
edkiss2
edkiss3

Art3 52Hot  Hotel room 11 Pictures

do Art2
52Hot  do not play dumb: “Act naughty”

53Hot  “Give him a tittyfuck”
53Hot  “Dry hump him cowgirl style”
53Hot  “Suck his cock”

strip0, strip1
strip2, strip2c
strip3, strip4
strip8, strip8b
strip5
strip6, strip7



Art4 63SAT  Dressing room 3 Pictures

Keep your sugar daddy ASD
62R  when thinking about shopping: “Bring Eric's dad”
63SAT  when Arthur starts touching you: “Indulge him”
52Hot  do not play dumb: “Act naughty”
63SAT  decide to get piercing: “I want to get it”

edkiss2
droom1
droom2
droom3
tpir1/2

Art5 93VA  Sleepover with your Sugardaddy 12 Pictures

Keep your sugar daddy ASD
93VA  agree to full sex: “My body is yours, Daddy”
93VA  have at least 2 Deep2+
93VA  have at least 1 Anal1+

arth1b/g
arth2b/g+arth2a1
arth2b/g+arth2a2
arth2b/g+arth2a2+ 
arth2salvia
arth3b/g, arth4b/g
arth5b/g, arth6b/g
arth7b/g, arth7b2/g2
arth8b/g
arth8b/g+arth8cum
arth9b/g,arth10b/g
arth10b/g+arth10cum

93VA  for pictures with condom, when asked  to use a condom: “Yes, please”

Art6 127Sug  Eric calling 5 Pictures

do Art3  or  Art5  
Keep your sugar daddy ASD  
127Sug  when Eric want's to talk to you: “Yes”

optional: confess your love to Arthur:
127Sug  choose“I really love being with you”  or  when Eric want's to talk to you: “Yes”

v12arthur1b/g
v12arthur2*b/g
v12arthur3*b/g+a1
v12arthur3*b/g+a2
v12arthur4b/g

Art7 150Art  Planning for Iris 2 Pictures

do Art3  or  Art5  
Keep your sugar daddy ASD  

v15arthur1b/g
v15arthur2b/g

Art8 162IrA  Trick Iris 11 Pictures

do Art7  and agree to trick Iris: “No...”, “Yes, I'll help you”

have Fame8+ 
  or
have 2+ friendship with Iris:
+1 18Ev  when Iris ran away tell Eric “I don't know where she is”
-1  18Ev  when Iris ran away tell Eric “She's right here with me”
+1  60RiB  invite Iris to the beach (she won't come)
+2  66Ir  do Dog1 or Dog2, tell Iris “He was amazing!” 
+1  66Ir  do Dog1 or Dog2, tell Iris “It was good” 
-1  66Ir  ask Iris “Ask her about her dad”
+1  66Ir  don't ask Iris about her dad “Don't ask her”

162IrA  “B30+ Masturbate while watching them”
162IrA  had lesbian sex (Eva3, Eva4, Jes3, Nat3) , “B40+ Join in the fun”  

v16Iris1
v16Iris2
v16Iris2+v16Iris2SGT
v16Iris3
v16Iris4
v16Iris5b/g
v16Iris6+v16Iris6ashS
GT
v16Iris7SGT
v16Iris7SGT+v16Iris7
cum



162IrA  don't join “Keep watching” v16Iris6
v16Iris6+v16Iris6cum

Art9 191Art  Comfort after Funeral 9 Pictures

Eric dies (don't do Eri7)

Keep your sugar daddy ASD  
confessed your love to Arthur (Art6)
  or  
do Art3  
choose “OK, I'll keep you company tonight”, “You're right”

got the boobjob (Body:B) (extra picture)
191Art choose: “Cum between my tits!”

v19sugar1WTSG
v19sugar2WSG
v19sugar3WSG
v19sugar4WSG
v19sugar5WSG
v19sugar6WSG
v19sugar6*WSG+cum
v19sugar7WSG
v19sugar7*WSG+cum

Art10 191Art  Drugged after Funeral (Good Girl) 7 Pictures

never had a relationship with Arthur:
31R when he calls you before the dinner don't “Lead him on”
33DnE after dinner with with him, Eric and Iris don't agree to him becoming your 
sugardaddy: don't say “I can do that” or “That sounds good”

Eric dies (don't do Eri7)
190Fun agree to have dinner with Arthur : “G15+ I'll have dinner with you tonight”
191Art when Arthur invites you to stay, accept: “That sounds like a good idea...” 

v19sugar2WSG
v19sugar3WSG
v19sugar4WSG
v19sugar5WSG
v19sugar6*WSG+cum

191Art when Arthur invites you to stay, leave: “No... I'd prefer to go home” v19sugar1WTSG

Art11 191Art  Eric returns! 8 Pictures

Keep your sugar daddy ASD  
keep Eric alive (Eri7)
got the boobjob (Body:B)
190Air say  “I want to keep you as my sugar daddy”
191Art go with Arthur: “Go to Arthur's room”
191Art choose: “Cum between my tits!”

v19sugar1WTSG
v19sugar2WSG
v19sugar3WSG
v19sugar4WSG
v19sugar5WSG
v19sugar6WSG
v19sugar7WSG
v19sugar7*WSG+cum

don't get the boobjob (Body:B)  or  191Art don't choose: “Cum between my tits!” v19sugar6*WSG+cum

Art12 232H  Camshow with Arthur 6 Pictures

Keep your sugar daddy ASD  
do 3rd camshow (Cam3)
don't do a camshow with Dave (Dav14)
232H agree to do a camshow together: “Let's do it”

v23arthur1BWSG
v23camBWSG
v23arthur2BWSG
v23arthur3BWSG
v23arthur4BWSG
v23arthur4*BWSG+c
um

232H don't do the camshow together: “It be wiser not to” v23arthur1BWSG
v23arthur2BWSG
v23arthur3BWSG
v23arthur4BWSG
v23arthur4*BWSG+c
um



Art13 234Hot  Drugging Iris 6 Pictures

Keep your sugar daddy ASD  
confess your love to Arthur (Art6)
trick Iris (Art8)
233H  go on with the plan: “Spike Iris' drink”

v23iris1BWSG
v23iris2BWSG
v23iris3*+blindfold
v23iris3
v23iris4BWSG
v23iris4*BWSG+cum

Art14 236AH  Visit Arthur after Iris 7 Pictures

Keep your sugar daddy ASD  

keep Eric alive (Eri7)  (for extra picture)
236AH have sex with Eric, “OK, let's have sex”  (for extra picture)

v19eric3BWSG
v19eric3*BWSG+cum
v23arthur5BWSG
v23arthur6BWSG
v23arthur7BWSG
v23arthur8BWSG
v23arthur9BWSG

Art15 236AHg  Succumb to Arthur, or fight him (Good Girl) 6 Pictures

get drugged by Arthur after Funeral (Art10)
236AHg succumb to Arthur: “Drink the wine”, “Drink the wine willingly”

v19sugar1SG
v23arthur5BWSG
v23arthur6BWSG
v23arthur7BWSG
v23arthur8BWSG
v23arthur9BWSG

236AHg fight Arthur: “Try to get more incriminating evidence”  or  “Drink the wine”, 
“Incriminate Arthur!”

v19sugar1SG
eric2

Art16 245Eri  Visit Eric (and Arthur) 8 Pictures

old Eric returns (Eri7)
Keep your sugar daddy ASD  
confess your love to Arthur (Art6)
245Eri  agree to “Jerk him off”

v24cuckBWSG
v24cuck*BWSG+cum
v24arthur1*BWSG+base
v24arthur2*BWSG+base

new Eric returns (Eri10), stay/become his girlfriend
Keep your sugar daddy ASD  
confess your love to Arthur (Art6)
don't fight Arthur (Art15)

v24arthur1*BWSG+base
v24arthur2*BWSG+base

don't be Eric's girlfriend
succumb to Arthur (Art15)

v24arthur1*BWSG+base
v24arthur2*BWSG+base
v23arthur1SG
v23arthur2SG
v23arthur3SG
v23arthur4*SG+cum

Art17 260Hot  Arthur Hotel (Good Girl) 6 Pictures

succumb to Arthur (Art15)
don't be Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7)
260Hot  if (G20+) choose: “Yes. Daddy”

art1b/g, v12arthur1b/g
v12arthur2b/g
v12arthur3b/g
v12arthur3*b/g+a1+a2
v26arthur1SG



Art18 277Art  Happy Birthday, Arthur! 6 Pictures

Jessica:
confess your love to Arthur (Art16)

Jessica stays bad, have JesG2+ (Jes5)
276H  choose “Ask Jessica”
276H  have Money2+
276H  choose “Pay Jessica”

v27arthur1*BWSG+jess
v27arthur2*BWSG+jess
v27arthur3*BWSG+jess
v27arthur3*BWSG+jess+cum
v27arthur4*BWSG+jess
v27arthur4*BWSG+jess+cum
v27arthur5*BWSG+jess
v27arthur6*BWSG+jess
v27arthur6*BWSG+jess+cum

Natasha:
confess your love to Arthur (Art16)

have NatRel2+  or  Dinner with Natasha (Nat3) or 
went out with Natasha (Nat4)  or  Threesome with  Dave and Natasha (Dav12) or 
Threesome with Eva and Natasha (Eva13)
276H  choose “Ask Natasha”

v27arthur1*BWSG+nat
v27arthur2*BWSG+nat
v27arthur3*BWSG+nat
v27arthur3*BWSG+nat+cum
v27arthur4*BWSG+nat
v27arthur4*BWSG+nat+cum
v27arthur5*BWSG+nat
v27arthur6*BWSG+nat
v27arthur6*BWSG+nat+cum

Eva:
confess your love to Arthur (Art16)

do Eva10,  “Tempt her with the idea of an open relationship”
212GF  don't “I changed my mind about it”
  or
do Eva8, choose to be dominant with Eva
don't become Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7)
don't become Jacks girlfriend (Jac12)
251Eva  don't drop Eva 
  or
had sex with Eva, don't be her girlfriend
don't become Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7)
don't become Jacks girlfriend (Jac12)
251Eva  don't drop Eva 
Eva is not Dave's girlfriend  or Eva had sex with Jacob or Bubba 
You are not in a relationship with Eric (Eri7 or Eri10)

276H  choose “Ask Eva”

v27arthur1*BWSG+eva
v27arthur2*BWSG+eva
v27arthur3*BWSG+eva
v27arthur3*BWSG+eva+cum
v27arthur4*BWSG+eva
v27arthur4*BWSG+eva+cum
v27arthur5*BWSG+eva
v27arthur6*BWSG+eva
v27arthur6*BWSG+eva+cum

Art19 281Art  visit Arthur (Good Girl) 6 Pictures

stay Arthur's slave  (Art17) v28arthur1BG
v28arthur2BG
v28arthur3BG1
v28arthur3BG2
v28arthur3*BG2+cum
v28arthur4BG
v28arthur4*BG+cum
v28arthur5BG
v28arthur*5BG*cum

Art20 302Art  Arthur won the lottery! 15 Pictures

confess your love to Arthur (Art16)
tease Eric with Arthur (Eri12): “Tease him about his dad”

v30sugar*BWSG+chain
v30sugar*BWSG+chain
+spit



v30sugar2BWSG
v30sugar3BWSG
v30sugar3*BWSG+eric
v30sugar5BWSG
v30sugar6BWSG
v30sugar7BWSG
v30sugar7*BWSG+cum
v30sugar8BWSG
v30sugar8*BWSG+cum
v30sugar9BWSG
v30sugar9*BWSG+cum
v30sugar10BWSG

confess your love to Arthur (Art16)  or  stay Arthur's slave  (Art17) v30sugar*BWSG+chain
v30sugar*BWSG+chain
+spit
v30sugar2BWSG
v30sugar3BWSG
v30sugar4BWSG
v30sugar6BWSG
v30sugar8BWSG
v30sugar8*BWSG+cum
v30sugar10BWSG

Art21 304ArI  How Arthur tamed Iris 6 Pictures

help Arthur again with Iris  (Art13): “Spike Iris' drink” v30iris1/b
v30iris2/b
v30iris3/b
v30iris3*/b+cum
v30iris4/b

Wilson (The Thug)                                                                

Wil1 38EPy  Toilet 6 Pictures

38EPy  B11+ “Flirt” with the bouncer
38EPy  agree to dance with him
38EPy  B7+  or  do drugs: “Kiss him”
38EPy  when Wilson asks you go somewhere private:  “Yes, let's go”

latino1
latino2
latino3
latino8, latino9
latino9b

Wil2 55Wil  Blackmailed 10 Pictures

Eva is not EvSlut  
do Wil1  or  54RW  agree meeting Wilson

55Wil  do drugs with Wilson  or  “Obey him” Wilson when he wants you to suck his cock

55Wil  when Wilson wants you to beg: “Beg”

awil1bad/good
awil2bad/good
awil2lust
awil3bad/good
awil4bad/good
awil4bad2/good2
awil5, awil5f3
awil5f4
awil7

47Ic  if Eva asks you to meet Wilson don't: “I would like that”
47Ic  if Wilson asks you for your number don't : “Give him your number” 

awil2sad
awil5f1, awil5f2



55Wil  don't “Beg” when Wilson asks you to awil6

Wil3 55Wil  Foursome 13 Pictures

Eva is  EvSlut  
do Wil1  or  47Ic/54RW  agree meeting Wilson  or  47Ic/54RW  agree to go with Eva to 
Wilson
55Wil  agree to do drugs with Wilson
55Wil  when Wilson asks if you like watching:  “Yes”
55Wil  when Wilson tells you to make him feel good: “What do you want me to do?”
55Wil  when Wilson wants to fuck you: “OK”
55Wil  when Wilson wants you to beg: “Beg”

evaedgar1
evaedgar2
willhand1b/g
evaedgar3
evaedgar4
willasuckb/g
awil4bad1/good1
awil4bad2/good2
awil5, awil5f3
awil5f4
lat4some, lat2facial

47Ic  if Eva asks you to meet Wilson don't: “I would like that”
47Ic  if Wilson asks you for your number don't : “Give him your number” 
55Wil  don't “Beg” when Wilson asks you to

willhand2b/g
awil5f1, awil5f2
awil6

Wil4 74Wil  Visit 6 Pictures

do Wil3  or  do Wil4  or  55Wil go to Wilson, 73R agree to visit Wilson
74Wil  if Wilson offers to make you feel good: “OK, make me feel good”

wl1b/g, wl2b/g
wl3b/g, wl4ba/ga
wl5b/g, wl5cum

Wil5 74Wil  Mugging 1 Picture

do Wil4 
75R   “OK, see you in a bit”
76Wil  “What's your name?”, “I see you go to a good university”,  “Fool him”, B20+ 
“Well, you should!”

wl1b/g + wl1shirt

Wil6 91WGa  Threesome 4 Pictures

do Wil4 
do Wil5  or  B20+  “I'll Join”  
91WGa  when Wilson invites you to celebrate: “Let's go!”

gangsome1b/g
gangsome2b/g
gangsome3b/g
gangsome4b/g

Wil7 137AR  Show for Eric 6 Pictures

be Eric's girlfriend (ERel:O or  ERel:T)  
join Wilson's gang (Wil6)

B30+
  or
be in open relationship (ERel:O), do Eri4, choose “I can't wait to be fucked by someone 
else”  or  “Doug fucked me so good”
  or  
be in open relationship (ERel:O), be honest with Eric, do Eri6, do Jac6 or Nat3 or Dog4, 
say “Cum thinking about me fucking other guys”   

137AR  chose “Give him a show to remember”
137AR  have had anal sex (Jac6, Nat3, Art5, Jas4), “Fuck my ass!”

v13wilson1
v13wilson2
v13wilson3
v13wilson4*+ass
v13wilson4*+ass+cu
mass
v13wilson5

137AR  “Fuck my pussy!” v13wilson4*+pussy



v13wilson4*+pussy+c
umpussy

Wil8 138Thg  Celebration after Drugs Sold 4 Pictures

join Wilson's gang (Wil6)
don't do Wil7  
138Thg  if asked, choose “Yeah, let's celebrate”
138AR  have had anal sex (Jac6, Nat3, Art5, Jas4), “Fuck my ass!”

v13wilson2
v13wilson3
v13wilson4*+ass
v13wilson4*+ass+cu
mass
v13wilson5

138AR  “Fuck my pussy!” v13wilson4*+pussy
v13wilson4*+pussy+c
umpussy

Wil9 158Wil  Visit Wilson 4 Pictures

join Wilson's gang (Wil6)
158Wil  “Find Wilson”
Eva is not EvSlut  

v15wilson2
v15wilson3
v15wilson4
v15wilson4*+cum

Wil10 158Wil  Visit Wilson and Eva 5 Pictures

join Wilson's gang (Wil6)
158Wil  “Find Wilson”
Eva is EvSlut  

v15wilson1, v15wilson2
v15wilson2*+eva
v15wilson3
v15wilson3*+eva
v15wilson5
v15wilson4*+eva
v15wilson4*+eva*cum

Wil11 190Wil  Visit Wilson instead of Funeral 8 Pictures

join Wilson's gang (Wil6)
Eric dies (don't do Eri7)
190Wil  agree to being gangbanged: “OK, sounds like a good deal”

v19gang1,+cum
v19gang2,+cum
v19gang3+cum
v19gang4+cum

Wil12 212Wil  Visit Wilson + Gang 8 Pictures

join Gang + Eva:

join Wilson's gang (Wil6)
do Wil11 
212Wil Eva is EvSlut

v21gangeva1
v21gang1, v21gang2
v21gangeva2
v21gangeva2*+cum
v21gang3
v21gang3*+cum
v21gang4

join Gang:
join Wilson's gang (Wil6)
do Wil11 

v21gang1, v21gang2
v21gang3
v21gang3*+cum
v21gang4

watch Eva:
join Wilson's gang (Wil6)
did not do Wil11 

v21gangeva1
v21gangeva2
v21gangeva2*+cum



212Wil choose “Not interested”, “Yes, show me”

Wil13 271Thg  Running The Gang 16 Pictures

join Wilson's gang (Wil6)
215Thg  B30+ run from the police
246Wil  choose Wilson:  “Go with Wilson's plan”

v27thug1*+wilson+eva
v27thug2*+wilson
v27thug2*+wilson+cum
v27thug3*+wilson+cum
v27thug4*+wilson
v27thug4*+wilson+eva
v27thug4*+wilson+eva
+cum

246Wil  choose Enrico:  “Betray Wilson”
271Thg  Eva is a slut (EvSlut)

v27thug1*+enrico+eva
v27thug2*+enrico
v27thug2*+enrico+cum
v27thug3*+enrico+cum
v27thug4*+enrico
v27thug4*+enrico+eva
v27thug4*+enrico+eva+
cum

246Wil  choose Enrico:  “Betray Wilson”
271Thg  Eva is not a slut (EvSlut)

v27thug1*+enrico
v27thug4*+enrico
v27thug4*+enrico+cum

Wil14 286Wil  Sex for Drugs 4 Pictures

don't join Wilson's gang (Wil6)
be addicted (Addicted)

v25drugsBWSnude
v28wilson1BWSG
v28wilson2BWSG
v28wilson3BWSG
v28wilson3*BWSG+cum

Wil15 286Wil  Ganglife with Wilson 8 Pictures

join Wilson's gang (Wil6)
246Wil  choose Wilson:  “Go with Wilson's plan” (Wil13)

v28wilson1sexy
v28wilson2sexy
v28wilson3sexy
v28wilson3*sexy+cum

Doug (The Jock)                                                                    

Dog1 44PDg  Casual sex 5 Pictures

18Ev  when Eric calls and ask if you've seen Iris: “I don't know where she is”
43RDl  when Iris calls: “OK, give him my number”
44PDg  “Kiss him back”
44PDg  B11+  or  your dad works in the bookstore: “Take him home”

dg1, dg2

dg3, dg4, dg5

Dog2 57RDg  More casual sex 5 Pictures

18Ev  when Eric calls and ask if you've seen Iris: “I don't know where she is”
43RDl  when Iris calls: “OK, give him my number”

dg2c / dg1b
dgsex2c



44PDg  at least kiss him: “Kiss him back”
57RDg  agree to meet him: “Sure”
58FEv  B12+ I want you to make me feel good
57RDg  “Cum in my mouth”

dgsex2a
dgsex2d

58FEv  G12+ I want to make you feel good dgsex2b

Dog3 85Dog  Date 1 Picture

do Dog2  and  be single ERel:B  and  57RDg  accept to be his girlfriend: “Yes, why not”
don't do Jac6
85Dog accept date: “Yes, let's meet up” dog0b/g

Dog4 92Dog  Booty call 4 Pictures

do Dog1  or  Dog2  
don't break up with Doug: don't  57RDg “Sorry, I can't do that”  and  don't  85Dog  “We 
won't work as a couple”
92RDg  invite Doug: “Call Doug”
92RDg  don't break up with Doug: “I want to break up”

dog0b/g, dog1b/g
dog2b/g, dog3b/g
dog0b/g+dog3cum

Dog5 135AR  meet after Iris 2 Pictures

do  Dog2  or  Dog4  
don't break up with Doug: don't  57RDg “Sorry, I can't do that”  and  don't  85Dog  “We 
won't work as a couple”  and  don't 92RDg  “I want to break up”
135AR  if he is your boyfriend:  “Keep him as a fuck buddy”  or   else “Call him”

v13doug1SGT
v13doug2b/g
v13doug2b/g+cum

→  215D3s  Threesome with Dave (Dav12)

→  215D3s  Threesome with Eva (Eva13)

Natasha (The Swinger)                                                         

NatRel  Natasha Relationship

work at the bookstore:
28R  when Dave calls and offer a job at the bookstore, accept: “OK, I'll do that”
34B  accept the job: “I'll take it”

+1  34B  “You sure are lively!”
+1  41B have more Good than Bad points: G>B
+1  56B  or  69B  NatRel1+  ask Natasha: “Ask her about anal sex”
+1  60RiB  NatRel2+ “Invite Natasha” to the beach
+1 69B  When she fires you: “You don't need to apologize”

-3 69B  When she fires you: “You're screwing me over!”

Nat1 45BAn  Anal sex 5 Pictures

work at the bookstore NatRel natsex1



45BAn  “Open the door a bit more”
45BAn  “Try to get a better look”
45BAn  “Keep looking”

natsex2
natsex3
natsex4, natsex5

Nat2 61Bch  Beach 3 Pictures

work at the bookstore NatRel
60RiB  NatRel2+  after Jessica invites you to the beach: “Invite Natasha”
61Bch  don't put sunscreen on Jack
61Bch  when Jack and Natasha vanish: “Go search for them”, “Go along the shore”

nattop

beachnat1
beachnat2

Nat3 89Nat  Dinner for three 8 Pictures

work at the bookstore NatRel
56B  or  69B  ask Natasha:  NatRel1+ “Ask her about anal sex”
69B   “Ask her about Jack”  or   “Ask her about Damian”
87B  NatRel3+ When Natasha invites you to dinner, accept: “OK, I'll go”

wait for Eric  ERel:T  
don't Cheat on Eric
78RCa don't fantasize about other guys when you have cyber-sex with Eric (Eri4)
89Nat  when Natasha suggests having sex: “I'm in, if you return the favor with Eric”
  or  
89Nat  don't wait for Eric  ERel:T  or  Cheat on Eric 
89Nat  when Natasha suggests having sex: “That sounds good”

89Nat  Anal1+  “Yeah, fuck my ass, Damian”
89Nat  don't let Damian cum in your ass: “Hold on, fuck my pussy too”

natdam1b/g 
natdam2b/g
natdam3b/g
natdam4b/g
natdam5b/g+natdam1
natdam5b/g+natdam2
natdam6b/g

89Nat  let Damian cum in your ass: “Yes, cum in my ass!” natdam5*b/g+2+cum
natdam7
natdam7*+cum

Nat4 177Nat  Date with Natasha (+Dave, +Jack) 4+9+9+1 Pictures

NatRel2+ 
174Nat  when you meet Natasha, “Yes, let's go partying!”
175H  “Don't invite anyone”
177Nat  agree to sex, “Yes, in fact...”

v17nat1WTSG
v17nat2WSG
v17nat4WSG
v17nat5WSG

NatRel2+ 
174Nat  when you meet Natasha, “Yes, let's go partying!”

175H  be Dave's boyfriend  
  or  
175H  had sex with Dave (Dav5, Dav6, Dav7)
175H  Eva broke up with Dave (DavEva)

175H  “Invite Dave”

177H  don't be Dave's boyfriend  
  or  
177H  be Dave's boyfriend  
do Nat3   
177Nat   “Let's have a threesome”

v17nat1WTSG
v17nat2WSG
v17nat3*WSG+dave
v17nat4WSG
v17nat4*WSG+dave
v17nat5WSG
v17nat5*WSG+dave

v17nat5*WSG+dave+cu
m
  or  
v17nat3*WSG+dave+cu
m

NatRel2+ 
174Nat  when you meet Natasha, “Yes, let's go partying!”
do Jac6  or  do Jac7  or  do Jack8  

v17nat1WTSG
v17nat2WSG
v17nat3*WSG+jack



174Nat  don't be Dave|s girlfriend  or  cheat on Dave (Eva11, Jack10)
175H  “Invite Jack”
177Nat   “Let's have a threesome”

v17nat4WSG
v17nat4*WSG+jack
v17nat5WSG
v17nat5*WSG+jack

v17nat5*WSG+jack+cum
  or  
v17nat3*WSG+jack+cum

go on the Date either boyfriend Dave or Jack,  don't agree to threesome v17natwc

→  215D3s  Threesome with Dave (Dav12)

→  215D3s  Threesome with Eva (Eva13)

→ 294H  Threesome with Eric and ...    (Eri16)

→ 294H  Threesome with Dave   (Dav18)

→ 294H  Threesome with Jack and ...      (Jac19)

Jessica (The Slut)                                                                

JesRel  Jessica Relationship

+1  2C  help Jessica
+1  28R  don't be EvFr  or  Eva is Slut (EvSlut) “Post a sexy picture”  or  “Try uploading something sexier”
+1  35Tt  don't be EvFr  or  Eva is Slut (EvSlut),  when in the tattoo shop with Jessica: “OK, let's do it!”
+1  42JR  do drugs with Jessica: “Let's get high”
+1  81RJs  when Jessica tells you about her mother: “B10+ What a bitch!”
+1  81RJs  if  you dropped out of college at 77EH
+1  81RJs  if  you liked the paparazzi photos: “I actually found it fun” 71R  
+1  95Hos  “I'm not asking you to give up on Dave” (davecoma, lovedave, djpast3+)
+1  132Par be in Wilson's gang (Outfit),  “Only for you” (42JR don't: “I don't think it's a good idea”)
+1  163R  do the boob job (Body), “Send the selfie to someone”, “Jessica”  

-1  35Tt  be EvFr  and  do Jac1,  when Jessica invites you, decline “Sorry, I need to study” 
-1  47Ic or 50SBi, complain when she is late: “Complain”
-1  61Bch  don't do a selfie with her, “I'll pass”
-1  83RJs  do Eva5, when Jessica asks you if you would have sex with another girl: “I would only do it with Eva”
-1  132Par join Wilson's gang (Outfit), “There are no friends in this business” (42JR don't: “I don't think it's a 
good
                                                                                                                                                 idea”)
=0  169Jes  have JesG  2+, be Dave's or Eve's girlfriend (Dav4, Eva8), “Kiss Jessica”

JesG  Jessica's  Good points

+1  42JR  when Jessica wants to do drugs “G10+ I don't think it's a good idea”
+1  74Hos  don't do Wil2 / Wil3 or  Wil4, tell Jessica “You really care about Dave...”  or  “I didn't know you cared
so much about Dave”



+1  81RJs  when Jessica tells you about her mother: “G10+ That's so sad...”
+1  95Hos  “I'm not asking you to give up on Dave”  (davecoma, lovedave, djpast3+)

-1  81RJs  when Jessica talks about getting high say: “We can go get some”  or   “Yeah, too bad”

Jes1 42JR  Drugged selfie 1 Picture

42JR  do drugs: “Let's get high” sfjesb/g

Jes2 82JAl  Drug deal in alley 5 Pictures

do drugs at least once: 55Wil, 55WEv, 42JR, 38EPy, 20Drv, 12JsP 
wear Sexy Outfit   
82JAl  when Jessica talks about getting high: “We can go get some”, “No”
82JAl  B20+ OK, I'll suck you off
82JAl  “Ask him to fuck you”
82JAl  “B20+ Cum in my pussy” 

alley1

alley2
alley3, alley3b
alley3c

Jes3 83RJs  Sex for rent 5 Pictures

have JesRel3+  or  JesG1+
83RJs  when Jessica asks about sex with girls: “I would do it with other girls, too”  or  
“Yes, I want to try with a girl”

jessash1b/g
jessash2b/g
jessash3b/g
jessash4b/g
jessash5b/g

Jes4 99TyB  Sleepover after night with Tyrone 4 Pictures

19ToD  don't say no when: Would you have sex with a black man?
94AF  agree to meet Tyrone “Of course”
do Jes3
do not do Jac7  or  Jac8  

jaj3SGT
jaj6*SGT+jes
jaj4SGT
jaj7SGT

→ 99TyB Threesome with Jack (Jac8)

Jes5 169Jes  visit Jessica in her new flat 6 Pictures

don't have JesG2+
do Jes3
169Jes  “Stay with Jessica”

v16jes1STSG
v16jes3STSG
v16jes6STSG
v17jes7

have JesG2+
169Jes  “Kiss Jessica”
don't be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4)
don't be Eva's girlfriend (Eva8)

v16jes2STSG
v16jes4STSG
v16jes5STSG
v17jes7

Jes6 200H  Cam Show with Jessica & Kevin 5 Pictures

live with Jessica:
140Jes have JesRel4+ and JesG1-, when Jessica asks to share flat: “That would be cool!”
  or  
169Jes have JesRel4+ and JesG1- 

171R  When deciding where to live, choose: “Go live with Jessica”

v20jes1
v20jes2WSG
v20jes3WSG
v20jes3*WSG+cum



77EH keep going to university (Kev1)
181Kev flirt with Kevin or have sex with Kevin (Kev1)
200H don't be Dave's girlfriend or have cheated on Dave (Dav4)
200H B25+ OK, I'll join  

200H don't know Kevin or don't join them
200H Spy on them

v20jes1+v20jes4WSG

→  215D3s  Threesome with Dave (Dav12)

→  215D3s  Threesome with Eva (Eva13)

Jes7 241Jes  become Jessica's girlfriend 5 Pictures

do Jes3  or  Jes5  
have JesG2+
wear the good outfit (Outfit)
don't be the girlfriend of Dave, Eva, Eric, or Jack
241Jes  reply “I love you too!“

v16jes1good
v24jes1, v24jes2,
v24jes3, v24jes4,
v24jes5

Jes8 252Jes  visit Jessica 4 Pictures

be Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7)
252Jes  “Fuck Jess with the strap-on”     (for extra pictures)

v25eva1*BWSG+eva
v25eva2*BWSG+eva
v25eva3*BWSG+eva
v25eva4*BWSG+eva

Jes9 284Jes  visit Jessica 5 Pictures

be Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7) v25eva1*good+jess
v28lesb1*SG+jess
v28lesb2*SG+jess
v28lesb3*SG+jess
v28lesb4*SG+jess

→  313Prn  Porn shot (Por1)

Iris (The Fangirl)                                                                 

IrisRel  Iris Relationship

+1 18Ev when Iris runs away, don't tell Eric where she is: “I don't know where she is”
-1 18Ev when Iris runs away, tell Eric where she is: “She's right here with me”
+1 60RiB when Iris runs away, don't tell Eric where she is, invite Iris to the beach: “Invite Iris” 
+2 66Ir do Dog1 or Dog2, when Iris asks about Doug; “He was amazing!” 
+1 66Ir do Dog1 or Dog2, when Iris asks about Doug; “It was good” 
+1 66Ir don't ask Iris about her dad: “Don't ask her ”
-1 66Ir ask Iris about her dad: “Ask her about her dad”
+1 163R  do the boob job (Body), have IrisRel1+, “Send the selfie to someone”, “Iris”  



IrisNew  Iris' new Outfit

do Ty4  

Iri1 99TyB  Kiss Tyrone 1 Picture

19ToD  don't say no when: Would you have sex with a black man?
94AF  agree to meet Tyrone “Of course”
99TyB  do not choose dare: “Kiss your favorite person in the group”

darekissiris

Iri2 127Sug  Doug 3 Picture

do Art6  
127Sug  when Arthur want's to spy on Iris: “Let's spy on them”

irisspy1, irisspy2, 
irisspy3,
irisspy3*+cum 

→ 162IrA  Tricking Iris (Art8)

→  182Typ  Poolparty with Tyrone (Ty4)

→  215D3s  Threesome with Dave (Dav12)

→  215D3s  Threesome with Eva (Eva13)

→  234Hot  Drugging Iris (Art13)

→  302Art  Taming Iris (Art21)

Ryan (The Boss)                                                                 

RyanPt  score points with Ryan

get the job with Ryan (Rya0)

+1 143CRy  when asked about Jack, “We're just friends”, “I don't feel comfortable talking about that”
+2 143CRy  when asked about Jack, “We're just friends”, “I have a boyfriend” (ERel:T)
+3 143CRy  when asked about Jack, “We're just friends”, “I have a boyfriend” (ERel:O)
+3 143CRy  when asked about Jack, “We're just friends”, “I don't have a boyfriend right now” (ERel:B)
+1 143CRy  when asked about Jack, “We don't have a serious relationship, but...” (do Jac6 or Jac7 or Jac8)
+3 143CRy  “What about you, Ryan?”, “You're handsome and successful”
+1 143CRy  “What about you, Ryan?”, “It must be tough”
-2 151Off  choose Card 1
+1 151Off  choose Card 2
-1 151Off  choose Card 3
+1 151Off  choose Slogan 1



-2 151Off  choose Slogan 2
-1 151Off  choose Slogan 3
+1 161Off  get boobjob (Body), answer: “A boobjob”
-1 161Off  get boobjob (Body), answer: “Nothing important”
=0 202RyT  on business trip when dancing: “Stop dancing”
=0 202RyT  on business trip when Ryan asks you to stay in his room: “Refuse”

Rya0 122Job  Get the Job 0 Picture

94AF  don't “B20+ Answer rudely” to Ryan
do 3 of the 4 following:
 - 34B work in bookstore (NatRel)
 - 77EH stay in college (study at least 1 time, if asked: “I want to keep studying”)
 - 94AF  don't join Wilson's gang, wear good outfit,  “Answer friendly” to Ryan
 - 122Job  wear good outfit when interviewing for the job 

Rya1 202RyT Business Trip 13 Pictures

get the job (Rya0)
get at least 6 points with Ryan:
+1  143CRy “We're just friends”, “I don't feel comfortable talking about that”
+3  143CRy “We're just friends”, be in open relationship (ERel:O): “I have a boyfriend”
+3  143CRy “We're just friends”, be single (ERel:O): “I don't have a boyfriend right now”
+2  143CRy “We're just friends”, be in fix relationship (ERel:T): “I have a boyfriend”
+1  143CRy “We're just friends”, “I don't feel comfortable talking about that”
+1  143CRy do Jac6 or Jac7 or Jac8: “We don't have a serious relationship, but...”
+3  143CRy “What about you, Ryan?”, “You're handsome and successful”
+1  143CRy “What about you, Ryan?”, “It must be tough”
+1  143CRy be on instagram, want Attention
+1  161Off choose 2. card: “Accountant Firm”
+1  161Off choose 1. slogan: “Build your business, grow your wealth”
-1   161Off choose 3. card: “Personal Accountant”
-1   161Off choose 3. slogan: “Are you wise or otherwise?”
-2   161Off choose 1. card: “Accountant $$$”
-2   161Off choose 2. slogan: “Your money's safe in my hand”
+1  161Off get a boobjob(Body), “A boobjob”
-1  161Off get a boobjob(Body), “Nothing important”

202RyT on first night, when dancing: “Keep dancing”
202RyT on first night, accept photoshoot: “I'm interested” (Oth4)
202RyT on second night, when Ryan invites you to celebrate: “Accept”
202RyT be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4 or Dav8)  or  be Eva's girlfriend (Eva12)  or  Eric 
lives! (Eri7)  or  be with Dad (Dad6) (for extra picture)

v20ryan1WSG
v20ryan2WSG
v20ryan3WSG
v20ryan4WSG
v20ryan5WSG
v20ryan6WSG
v20ryan9WSG
v20ryan9*WSG+phon
ebad/good
v20ryan9*WSG+cum
v20ryan8WSG
v20ryan8*WSG+cum
v20ryan7WSG
v20ryan7*WSG+cum

Rya2 224Off  (Don't) get fired 2 Pictures

get the job (Rya0)
224Off  have 2+ points with Ryan (Rya1)
go on the business trip and have sex with Ryan (Rya1)  
224Off   “Play along”

v22ryan1BWSG
v22ryan2BWSG
v22ryan2*BWSG+cu
m

224Off  have less than 2 points with Ryan (Rya1)  

Rya3 256Off  Interrupted by Rosa 6 Pictures

have sex in the office (Rya2)
don't quit the job (Jack12)

v25ryan1BWSG
v25ryan2BWSG



don't be Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7)
256Off   choose to: “Have sex with Ryan”

v25ryan3*BWSG+ryan
v25ryan3*BWSG+ryan2
v25ryan4BWSG
v25ryan4*BWSG+cum

Rya4 274Off  More Officesex 2 Pictures

have sex in the office (Rya3)
don't be in a committed Relationship (RelStatus:C)

v27ryanBWSG
v27ryan*BWSG+cum

Rya5 293Rya  Become Ryan's girlfriend 2 Pictures

get the job (Rya0)
256Off  don't reject Ryan “We need to stop this, I'm in a relationship”
274Rya  wear the good outfit (good)
274Rya  have G20+  
274Rya  don't be in any relationship (both Eric's, Eva, Dave, Jack, Jessica)
274Off  agree to a dinner “I'd love to have dinner with you”
293Rya  have G20+  
293Off   accept Ryan, “I want to be with you, Ryan”

v29ryan1SG
v29ryan2BWSG
v29ryan4BWSG
v29ryan4BWSG
v29ryan4*BWSG+cum1

Rya6 293Rya  Enhanced Negotiations 9 Pictures

have sex with Ryan go on the business trip (Rya1)

256Off  don't reject Ryan, don't choose “We need to stop this, I'm in a relationship”
  or
293Rya  don't wear the good outfit (good)  
  or  
have G19-  and do Rya4, don't choose “I'd love to have dinner with you”

293Rya  agree to be nice to Mr. Hartman, “OK, I'll go”

v29ryan2BWSG
v29ryan2*BWSG+ceo
v29ryan3BWSG
v29ryan3*BWSG+ceo
v29ryan3BWSG
v29ryan3*BWSG+ceo
v29ryan4BWSG+ceo
v29ryan4BWSG+ceo+cum2
v29ryan4BWSG+ceo+cum1

Norman (Mom's Friend)                                                            

Nor1 152Nor  Get into The Wheel 6 Pictures

67Mo  after you met Iris in the park follow your Mom: “Follow them”
77EH  when you visit Ethan and Mom for lunch remember the car: “White BMW”
88ARW  when you look up The Wheel “Go investigate”
98AR  when you look up Norman on the Internet don't “Forget about it”
126Nor  when you meet with Norman “Flirt with Norman”
152Nor  when you meet Norman again “Try to get inside the club”
152Nor  “I'll give you something to enjoy tonight”
152Nor  “Give him a sexy show”
152Nor  want Attention  

v15norman2b/g
v15norman4b/g
v15norman6b/g
v15norman6b/g+v15nor
man6cum

152Nor  “Give him a handjob”
152Nor  “B20+ OK...”
152Nor  “B30+ Alright...”

v15norman1b/g
v15norman3b/g
v15norman5

152Nor  alternatively: “G20+ Take me there or I'll tell your wife” 



Ethan (The Stepdad)                                                                 

Eth1 170Whe  The Wheel 8 Pictures

do Nor1  

170Eth  when sleeping over at Ethan's house, “Call Norman”
170Whe  when entering The Wheel and Money1-, don't “Give up”  
170Whe  “Turn around and face him”, “I think is good for her”, “I want to see”
170Whe    when Ethan asks you to, “Jerk him off”

v17wheel1, v17wheel2
v17wheel3
v17wheel6WSG
v17wheel4
v17wheel6*WSG+cum
v17wheel5
v17wheel5*+cum

Mom (Your Mom)                                                                 

→ 170Whe The Wheel (Eth1)

Mom1 200H  Spy on Mom 4 Pictures

live with Ethan:
166Car/166CaA get a car
171R When deciding where to live, choose: “Go live with Mom and Ethan”

200H when you hear sounds: “Go take a look”
200H B20 Masturbate while watching  or  do Eth1, Masturbate while watching  

v20mom1, v20mom2
v20jes4WSG
v20mom3, v20mom4

Mom2 233Eth  Catch Mom 3 Pictures

do the Wheel, tell Ethan “I want to see” (Eth1)  or  Spy on your Mom (Mom1)
215D3s  have B25+  or  give Ethan a handjob (Eth1)  or  stay with your Dad (Dad6) or
                stay the night with Arthur (Art5), don't break up with him
215D3s  agree to “Help Ethan” 

v24mom1
v24mom2
v24mom2*cum

Mom3 264Eth  Threesome with Ethan 7 Pictures

do Mom2  
264Eth  “Go along with Ethan's plan”

v26ethan1
v26ethan2base
v26ethan2base+v26ethan
2BWSG
v26ethan3BWSG
v26ethan4BWSG
v26ethan5BWSG
v26ethan5*BWSG+cum

Mom4 280H  Mom's Goodnight Kiss 2 Pictures

do Mom3 
280H  choose to “Return the favor”  (extra picture)

v27mom1BWSG
v27mom2BWSG

Mom5 301Eth  Mom's Goodnight Kiss 5 Pictures

do Mom3 v30mom1BWSG



301Eth  choose to “Yes, I'll help” v30mom2BWSG
v30mom3BWSG
v30mom4BWSG
v30mom4*BWSG+cum

Kevin (The Hipster)                                                                 

Kev1 181Kev  1st Date 5 Pictures

keep goint to uni (study at least once):
- 26R study: “Get up and study”
- 26R study more: “Continue studying”
- 30R  don't go for a walk with your dad: “I'm very busy right now”
- 31R  don't go to Alpha Fitness: “Go home and study”
- 35T don't go with Eva/Jessica: “Go home and study” or “Sorry, I need to study”
- 36R don't get on instagram: “Keep studying”
77EH have studied 5+ or 1+, “I want to keep studying”

164Uni  “Flirt with Kevin”  
  or  
164Uni  don't reject Kevin: “Stop him in his tracks”  
178Uni accept Kevin: “Alright, join us!” or “Alright, I'll give you my number”

181Kev  B30+ “Let's fuck” or  “Let's get going”, “Let's fuck”

v18kevin1WSG
v18kevin2WSG
v18kevin3WSG
v18kevin4WSG
v18kevin4*WSG+cum

→ 200H Camshow with Jessica (Jes6)

Kev2 243JCl  Strip for Kevin 5 Pictures

don't stay true to Eric (Eri10)
be Jack's girlfriend (Jack12)
work for Jack (Jack12)
215Thg don't join Wilson's gang (Wil6) and run from the police
don't reject Kevin:
   164Uni  “Stop him in his tracks”
   178Uni  “Get lost”

v25club1BWSG
v25club2*BWSG+kevin
v25club3*BWSG+kevin
v25club2*BWSG+kevin
+cum
v25club4*BWSG+cum

Kev3 270Uni  Fuck Kevin in Classroom 1 Picture

don't wear the thug, whore or bimbo outfit (Outfit)  or wear the sexy outfit, have B20+
  or 
had sex with Kevin (Kev1, Kev2)

join Wilson's gang (Wil6)  or  don't be RelStatus:C
270Uni  choose “OK, let's fuck”  or  “Have sex with Kevin”

v27kevin BWSG

→  282H  The Cucking of Eric (Eri14)

Kev4 283Gym  visit Kevin 6 Pictures

had sex with Kevin (Kev1 or Jes6 or Kev3) v28cuk1*BWSG+kevin



don't be in a committed relationship (RelStatus)
283Gym   “Accept Kevin's invitation”

v28cuk2*BWSG+kevin
v28cuk3*BWSG+kevin
v28cuk3*BWSG+kevin+cum
v28cuk4*BWSG+kevin
v28cuk4*BWSG+kevin+cum

Others                                                                                        

Oth1 132Par  Blowjob in Park 1 Picture

97SD  be in Wilson's gang (Outfit  )
97SD  overcharge junkie: „$100 a dose“  or  sell 7- doses  or use 1+ doses yourself
132Par  “OK, I'll suck you off”

v13parkthug
v13park*thug+cum

132Par  don't be in Wilson's gang (Outfit  )
132Par  be Addicted, „OK, I'll suck you off”

v13parksexy/good
v13park*sexy/good+cum

Oth2 159Mag  Photo shoot Gossip Magazine 5 Pictures

have Fame4+  
157R  agree to interview “Accept the offer”
157R  wear thug outfit (Outfit) 
157R  choose “I'd rather pose in lingerie” for bra+thong, “I guess I can go topless” for 
just thong, “I don't mind posing nude” for nude version of pictures

v15shoot2
v15shoot3SGT
v15shoot4SGT
v15shoot5b/g

157R  don't wear thug outfit (Outfit) v15shoot1

Oth3 166Car  Discount Car 3 Pictures

don't ask Arthur to buy you a car (Art5, Art7)
have Money4+
don't be Dave's girlfriend (Dav4)
166Car  “B30+ Maybe you can give me a discount?”, “Give him what he wants”

v16car1SGT
v16car2SGT
v16car2*SGT+cum

Cam1 179R  1st Camgirl Session 6 Pictures

178Uni  be on Instagram  or  do Tyrone's video (Ty3)  or  do Gossip Photoshoot (Oth2)
178Uni  choose to “Become a camgirl”
179R  “Go private”

v17cam1WSG
v17cam2*WSG+thong
v17cam2WSG
v17cam3WSG
v17cam4WSG

179R  wear the 'good' outfit (Outfit) v17cam2*WSG+panties

Cam2 195H  2st Camgirl Session 8 Pictures

become a camgirl (Cam1)
195H “Get online”
be addicted (Addicted) (extra picture)
visit Tyrone's poolparty and have sex with Tyrone or Bubba (Ty4) 

v17drugsWSG
v17cam3WSG
v19cam1WSG
v19cam2WSG
v19cam3WSG
v19cam4WSG
v19cam5*WSG+bbc
v19cam6*WSG+bbc

don't visit Tyrone's poolparty or  don't have sex with Tyrone or Bubba (Ty4) v19cam5WSG



v19cam6WSG

Oth4 203PS  Photo shot 4 Pictures

go on Ryan's business trip (Rya1)
202RyT on first night, accept photoshoot: “I'm interested”
  or  
don't go on Ryan's business trip (Rya1)
201H have Fame5+,  accept photoshoot: “Yes, I'm interested”

203PS agree to show everything: “I'll do it”

v20model1WSG
v20model2WSG
v20model3WSG

v20model4WSG

Cam3 210H  3rd Camgirl Session 8 Pictures

do Cam2
210H “Do a cam show”
210H visit Tyrone's poolparty and have sex with Tyrone or Bubba (Ty4)  or  buy the 
Mandingo King (extra picture)

v21cam1WSG
v21cam2WSG
v21cam3WSG
v21cam4WSG

Por1 313Prn  Porn shot 12+8+8 Pictures

gain 2+ exposure (TvShow)
313Prn wear the bimbo outfit (Outfit)
313Prn don't be in a committed relationship (RelStatus:C) with Dave, Eric or Eva
313Prn choose “Become a pornstar”

v31bimbo1, v31bimbo3
v31bimbo2, v31bimbo4
v31bimbo5, v31bimbo6
v31bimbo6*+sqirt
v31bimbo7
v31bimbo7*+cum
v31bimbo0
v31pc1, v31pc2

313Prn Jessica is good (JesG2+) v31some1*+girl,v31some2girl
v31some3girl, v31some4girl
v31some5*girl+cock1
v31some5*girl+cock2
v31some5*girl+cock1+cum1
v31some5*girl+cock1+cum2

313Prn Jessica is bad (JesG1-) v31some1*+jess,v31some2jess
v31some3jess , v31some4 jess
v31some5*jess+cock1
v31some5*jess+cock2
v31some5*jess+cock1+cum1
v31some5*jess+cock1+cum2

Oth5  316Ero  Erotic photo shot 3 Pictures

do TV show (TvShow)

do Gossip photo shot (Oth2)  or  do Photo shoot (Oth4)  or  gain 2+ exposure 
(TvShow)  
312H agree to erotic shot:  “I'll become your model”

v31model1WSG
v31model2WSG
v31model3WSG



Endings                                                                                             
Ashley 

The Gang

Member of the Gang

do Wil13, choose Enrico
do Wil11, agree to be gangbanged (for extra pictures)

vendthugenrico1, +cum
vendthugenrico2
vendthugenrico3+cum

Eva is EvSlut  vendevathug5, 
vendthugenrico1+eva 
+cum
vendthugenrico2
vendevathug6, +cum
vendevathug4, 
vendevathug7
vendthugenrico3+cum

Leader of the Gang 9 Pictures

do Wil13, choose Wilson's plan vendthugwilson1
vendthugwilson2, +cum
vednevathug1
vendthugwilson3, +cum
vednevathug3, +cum
vendthugwilson4

Jail

215Thg choose “Give up and obey”, “Keep true to the gang”
have G14- and B60+ to be the top dog in prison 

Dead

215Thg choose “Give up and obey”, “Accept the deal”
237Eri  have G9-  

Porn Star 10 Pictures

don't do any of the endings above
do Por1  
do the video shoot with Tyrone (Ty3) (for extra picture)
be Tyrone's muse (Ty5) (for extra picture)

vendmegabimbo3, +cum
vendbbc1mega, +bt
vendty1mega
vendmega1
vendmegabimbo4
vendmegabimbo5, +cum
vendmega1c

Eric 6+3+3+ Pictures

don't do any of the endings above
be Eric's girlfriend (RelStatus:Eric) 

venderic1BWSG
venddave6BWSG
venderic2BWSG
venderic7BWSG
venderic3*BWSG+cum

Wedding:
be in a committed relationship (RelStatus:Eric:committed) 

vendweddingericBSG
venderic5BWSG

be in a liberal relationship (RelStatus:Eric:liberal) 
threesome with Jack: do Jac6  or  Jac7  or  Jac8 , don't do Jac12  
threesome with Tyrone: do Ty5  

venddave6*BWSG+jack,
+bbc, +guy
venddave7*BWSG+jack,



threesome with Kevin: do Kev1 or  Jes6  or  Kev2  +bbc, +guy, +cum
venderic5BWSG

have dad's baby:  
stay your daddy's girl (Dad11)  

vendbaby2*SG+eric
vendweddingeric
venderic1BWSG
venddave6BWSG
venderic2BWSG
venderic7BWSG
venderic3*BWSG+cum

stay Arthus's slave:
do Art17  

vendsugarslave1SG
vendsugar1BWSG+slave
vendsugarslave2*SG,
+spit1, +spit2, +cum

Dave 8+2+3 Pictures

don't do any of the endings above
be Dave's girlfriend (RelStatus:Dave) 

venddave1BWSG
venddave2BWSG
venddave3BWSG
venddave6BWSG
venddave7BWSG
venddave4BWSG
venddave4*BWSG+cum

Wedding:
be in a committed relationship (RelStatus:Dave:committed) 

vendweddingdaveBSG
venddave5BWSG

be in a liberal relationship (RelStatus:Dave:liberal) 
threesome with Jack: do Jac6  or  Jac7  or  Jac8 , don't do Jac12  
threesome with Tyrone: do Ty5  
threesome with Kevin: do Kev1 or  Jes6  or  Kev2  

venddave6*BWSG+jack,
+bbc, +guy
venddave7*BWSG+jack,
+bbc, +guy, +cum
venddave5BWSG

have dad's baby:  
stay your daddy's girl (Dad11)  

vendbaby2*SG+dave
vendweddingdave
venddave2BWSG
venddave3BWSG
venddave6BWSG
venddave7BWSG
venddave4*BWSG+cum

stay Arthus's slave:
do Art17  

vendsugarslave1SG
vendsugar1BWSG+slave
vendsugarslave2*SG,
+spit1, +spit2, +cum

Jack 12 Pictures

don't do any of the endings above
be Jack's girlfriend (RelStatus:Jack) 

vendjackSG
vendjackbf1SG
vendjackbf2*SG+cum

Wedding:
be in a committed relationship (RelStatus:Jack:committed) 

vendweddingjackBSG
vendjackbf3SG

have dad's baby:  
stay your daddy's girl (Dad11)  

vendweddingjack
vendjackbf1SG
vendjackbf2*SG+cum

stay Arthus's slave:
do Art17  

vendsugarslave1SG
vendsugar1BWSG+slave
vendsugarslave2*SG,
+spit1, +spit2, +cum



Eva 8 Pictures

be Eric's girlfriend (RelStatus:Eric) 
don't become a porn star (Por1)

vendevagf1BWSG
vendevagf2BWSG
vendevagf3BWSG

be in a committed relationship (RelStatus:Eva:committed) vendevagf4BWSG

be in a liberal relationship (RelStatus:Eva:liberal) 

invite Eva to Arthur's birthday party (Art18)   or  become Tyrone's muse (Ty5)  or  
have sex with Bubba at the pool party (Ty4)  for alternative picture

vendevasf2*a+BWSG
+jack
+sugar
+bbc
vendevagf4BWSG

Jessica 5 Pictures

be Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7) 
don't become a porn star (Por1)

vendjessgood0b
vendjessgf1,vendjessgf2
vendjessgf3, vendjessgf4

Ryan 7 Pictures

be Ryan's girlfriend (RelStatus:Ryan) 
don't become a porn star (Por1)

vendryanbf1SG
vendryanbf2*SG+cum
vendweddingryanBSG

Wedding:
be in a committed relationship (RelStatus:Ryan:committed) 

vendbaby1SG
vendbaby2*SG+ryan

become erotic model (Oth5) (for extra pictures) vendmodel1WSG
vendmodel2WSG

Dad 7 Pictures

stay your daddy's girl (Dad11)  
don't become a porn star (Por1)
don't have a boy- or girlfriend (RelStatus) 
B10+ (for extra picture)

vendbaby2*SG+dad
venddad1SG
venddad2SG
venddad3SG
venddad4*SG, +drool, 
+cum

Arthur 8 Pictures

confess your love to Arthur (Art16)  or  stay Arthur's slave  (Art17)
don't be in a relationship with dad (Dad11)  
302Art  if in a relationship choose  “I'll dump him/her and become your woman!”

vendweddingarthurBSG
vendsugar1BWSG
vendsugar2*BWSG+cum
vendsugarwoman1*BWS
G+cum
vendsugarwoman2BWSG

drug Iris (Art21) vendiris1*/b+sugar
vendsugariris1MBWSG
vendsugariris2MBWSG
vendsugariris3*MBWSG
+cum

Jasmin 0 Pictures

get together with Jasmin (Jas10)
vendsugarwoman2BWSG



No Relationship

don't do any endings above
become erotic model (Oth5) (for extra pictures)
do study5+, keep studying to be successfull 
else be a bimbo (Outfit) or have Fame10+ for instagram
else work at burger. if G20+, NatRel1+ to get job at bookshop

Endings for NPCs
(who didn't end with Ashley)

Eric

looser:
do Eri7  

hero:
don't do Eri7  

Eva

Eva has red hair: do thug ending
Eva has blonde hair: Eva joins the pool party and stays to have sex with the gang 
(Ty4)  or  party with Eva (Eva7), leave with guys (for alternate picture)
Eva has black hair: don't do any of the above

suicide:
sabotage Eva (Eva6)  
keep going to university
257Uni  don't wear the good Outfit, B20+ “Bully her”
259H  “Send Eva's sex video to everyone”

jail:
Eva is EvSlut  
Ashley is dead (EndThug)

thug:
Eva is EvSlut  
Ashley didn't join the gang (Wil6)
Ashley isn't Dave's girlfriend (RelStatus) 

vendevathug1
vendevathug2
vendevathug3*, +cum

thug baby:
Eva is EvSlut  
Ashley didn't join the gang (Wil6) 
Ashley Dave's girlfriend (RelStatus) 

vendevathug5
vendevathug6*, +cum
vendevathug4
vendevathug7

Dave's girlfriend:
don't do any of the above
don't be Dave's or  Eva's girlfriend
Eva is not EvSlut  
59SEv don't tell Dave: “You should break up with her”
don't tell Dave Eva cheated on him

vendevadave1GSRB
vendevadave2GSRB

Dave's girlfriend, normal Eva:
Eva is Dave's girlfriend
Eva is not EvSexy  
Eva never was EvSlut  
never have have sex with Eva (Eva4) or  124EvM choose “We should stop this” 
(Eva8)

vendevadave3*G+dave1
vendevadave4G
vendevadave7G

Dave's girlfriend, sexy Eva
Eva is Dave's girlfriend but not normal Eva
 

vendevadave3*SRB+dave1, 
+dave2
vendevadave4SRB



vendevadave5SRB

Dave's girlfriend, reformed Eva
Eva is Dave's girlfriend, sexy Eva (72Ev  “Yeah, you should be naughtier”)
turn Eva back from being a slut (EvSlut:B)

vendevadave6*SRB,+cum
vendevadave7reform

Dave's girlfriend, reformed Eva, 3some with Ashley
Eva is Dave's girlfriend, reformed Eva
don't be in a committed or liberal Relationship (RelStatus) 
don't be Eric's girlfriend
do the threesome with Eva and Dave (Dav7)

vendevasf2BWSG

Dave's girlfriend, sexy Eva, 
Eva is Dave's girlfriend, not normal, not reformed

vendevadave5*SRB+cum
vendevadave7SB

Dave's girlfriend, sexy Eva, 3some with Artur
Eva is Dave's girlfriend, not normal, not reformed
Eva is EvSexy  
bring Eva to Arthur's birthday party (Art18) 

v27arthur3BWSG+v27arthur3
eva

Dave's girlfriend, sexy Eva, 3some with Jack
Eva is Dave's girlfriend, not normal, not reformed
Eva is EvSexy  
have threesome with Eva and Jack (Jac19)

v29some3BWSG+v29some3j
ack+v29some3eva/2

Dave's girlfriend, sexy Eva, Jacob, pregnant
Eva is Dave's girlfriend, not normal, not reformed
Eva is not EvSexy  
party with Eva (Eva7), leave with guys

Eva joins the pool party and stays to have sex with the gang (Ty4) (for extra 
picture)

vendevabbc1,vendevabbc2,
vendevabbc2b,vendevabbc2c,
vendevabbc3*+jb2+leash
vendevabbc3*+jb1+leash+spit
vendevabbc4,vendevabbc5
vendevabbc5*+cum

vendevabbc8*+cum

Dave's girlfriend, sexy Eva, Bubba
Eva is Dave's girlfriend, not normal, not reformed, not Jacob
Eva is not EvSexy  
Eva joins the pool party and stays to have sex with the gang (Ty4) (for extra 
pictures)

vendevabbc6,
vendevabbc7
vendevabbc8*+cum
vendevabbc9sad

single, Jacob, pregnant
Eva is not Dave's girlfriend
Eva is not EvSlut  

vendevabbc1,vendevabbc2,
vendevabbc2b,vendevabbc2c,
vendevabbc3*+jb2+leash
vendevabbc3*+jb1+leash+spit
vendevabbc4,vendevabbc5
vendevabbc5*+cum
vendevabbc9

single, Bubba
Eva is not Dave's girlfriend, not Jacob
Eva is not EvSlut  

vendevabbc6,
vendevabbc7
vendevabbc8*+cum

single, loser
Eva did not suicide, is not Dave's girlfriend, not Jacob
Eva is not EvSlut  
sabotage Eva (Eva6)  

single, sad but ok (Ashley breakup)
Eva did not suicide, not loser, is not Dave's girlfriend, not Jacob
Eva is not EvSlut  
break up with Eva (RelStatus) 

single, sad
Eva did not suicide, not loser, is not Dave's girlfriend, not Jacob, not sad but ok
Eva is not EvSlut  

Ashley's sexfriend vendevaf1BWSG



be Eva's sexfriend (RelStatus)  

Eva is not reformed, not EvSlut  
don't be in a committed or liberal relationship (RelStatus)  
  or  
be Jack's girlfriend (RelStatus)  

Eva joins the pool party and stays to have sex with the gang (Ty4)  or  party with 
Eva (Eva7), leave with guys (for alternate picture)

vendevasf1BWSG

Ashley's sexfriend, threesome Jacob
Eva is Ashley's sexfriend, Dave's girlfriend
party with Eva (Eva7), leave with guys
don't be in a committed or liberal Relationship (RelStatus) 
have B25+
  or
Eva is Ashley's sexfriend, not Dave's girlfriend
party with Eva (Eva7), leave with guys
don't be in a committed or liberal Relationship (RelStatus) 

vendevasf2b+
vendevasf2BWSG+
vendevasf2bbc

Ashley's sexfriend, threesome Arthur
Eva is Ashley's sexfriend, Dave's girlfriend
don't party with Eva (Eva7) or don't leave with guys

marry Arthur  or  stay Arthur's slave  (Art17)
  or  
confess your love to Arthur (Art16), don't be in a committed or liberal Relationship

Eva joins the pool party and stays to have sex with the gang (Ty4)  or  party with 
Eva (Eva7), leave with guys (for alternate picture)

vendevaf2+
vendevasf2BWSG+
vendevasf2sugar

vendevasf2+
vendevasf2BWSG+
vendevasf2sugar

Ashley's sexfriend, threesome Jack
be Jack's girlfriend  
  or  
do Jac6, choose  “B20+ Fuck me like the whore I am”   or  do Jack10  
226Jac don't tell Jack “No, we're just fuckbuddies” (Jack12)
242Jac don't choose new Eric over Jack (be Jack's girlfriend when new Eric 
returns)
242Jac don't tell Jack “I love you”
don't be in a committed or liberal Relationship (RelStatus) 

vendevasf2+
vendevasf2BWSG+
vendevasf2jack

Dad

keep to be with dad:
do Dad4  
don't be bimbo or whore (Outfit)
don't be in a committed or liberal relationship (RelStatus) 
don't be with Arthur (Art16 or Art17)

venddad2SG,venddad3SG
venddad4*SG,+drool,
+cum

suicide:
don't do any of the above
have <5 points:
+1 15H do Dad1  
+1 25H choose “Well, it's being hard for me lately”
+1 30R tell your dad “That sounds nice”
-1 34B tell your mom “It's a mess”
+1 36R tell your dad “Don't listen to her”
-1 36R tell your dad “She's right”
+1 40H tell your dad “Tell him how you feel”
+1 46R do Dad3  
+1 64RM tell your dad “I didn't want to worry you”
-1 64RM tell your dad “You can't help me”



40H  have <2 points, say “She has a great boyfriend”

looser:
don't do any of the above
have <5 points

remarried:
don't do any of the above

Mom

keep visiting Ethan:
do Mom3  
don't be dead or in jail (EndThug)
do Mom5  (for extra picture)
do Eth1, choose “I want to see” (for extra picture)

vendmom2MBWSG

vendmom1MBWSG
vendmom3*MBWSG,
+cum

Ethan drops her:
don't do Mom3  

Dave

Dave breaks up with Eva (Eva)

together with Jessica:
241Jes  don't become Jessica's girlfriend (Jes7), say “I don't feel the same”, “You 
should try to be with Dave”
  or 
241Jes  don't had sex with Jessica, don't be Dave's girlfriend, say “Show Dave your 
feelings”

vendjessgood0,
vendjessgood1,
vendjessgood2,
vendjessgood3,
vendjessgood4*,+cum,
vendjessgood5

together with Isis:
don't break up with Dave (RelStatus)
don't go to Tyrone's poolparty (Ty4) (so Iris never meets him or Bubba)
don't drug Iris (Art13)

vendirisdave1,
vendiris1+vendiris1dave,
+vendiris1dave2,
+vendiris1dave2cum

Jack

block Jack:
deny Jacks invitation after Truth and Dare, have  Jpt4+, say “No” to a date (Jac6)  or
be Dave's girlfriend, deny Jack “I'm with Dave now, leave me alone” (Jack10)  

unblock Jack:
choose Jack for threesome (Dav12) or (Eva13)

successful:
tell Jack about Hugo's plan:

be Jack's girlfriend, don't have threesome with Hugo and Tyrone (Ty7)
  or 
don't become Tyrone's muse (Ty5)
don't block Jack 
“G10+ Tell Jack about Hugo's plan”

ends up with Ashley if pornstar 

vendjack3BWSG,
vendjack1BWSG,
vendjack2BWSG,
+vendmegabimbo2cum

vedjack3girl

loser:
don't tell Jack about Hugo's plan

vend1BWSG

Jessica

not together with with Dave

Freelance Artist :
Jessica is good (JesG) vendjessgood0b



Pornstar:
Jessica is not good (JesG)

vendjess1, vendjess2,
vendjess3*, +cum,
vendjess4

Tyrone

do Tyrone's videoclip (Ty3), have Fame9+ vendty1BWSG

with Ashley :
don't be in a committed or liberal relationship (RelStatus)
be Tyrone's muse (Ty5)  or  have threesome Tyrone (Ty7)  or  do Ty8 
  or 
be pornstar,  be Tyrone's muse (Ty5)   

vendty2BWSG, 
vendty3*BWSG, +cum

vebdtymega5

Bubba:
don't be in a committed or liberal relationship (RelStatus)
have sex with Bubba at Tyrone's poolparty (Ty4)

vendbbc1BWSG
vendbbc2*BWSG, +cum

Arthur

Jail:
fight Arthur (Art15)

vendty1BWSG

won the lottery:
don't send Arthur to jail

Dads girl:
confess your love to Arthur (Art16)  or  stay Arthur's slave  (Art17)
don't be Eric's. Dave's or Jack's girlfriend (RelStatus)
be in a relationship with dad (Dad11)  

vendsugarslave1SG
vendsugar1*BWSG+slav
e
vendsugarslave2*SG, 
+spit1, +spit2, +cum

Sugarlove:
confess your love to Arthur (Art16)  or  stay Arthur's slave  (Art17)

Iris:
Sugarlove + drug Iris (Art13)

vendiris1*/b+sugar,
vendsugar1irisMBWS,
vendsugar2irisMBWS,
vendsugar3iris*MBWS,
+cum

confess your love to Arthur (Art16) vendsugar1BWSG,
vendsugar2*BWSG,+cum

stay Arthur's slave  (Art17) vendsugarslave1SG,
vendsugar1*BWSG+slav
e
vendsugarslave2*SG, 
+spit1, +spit2, +cum

Sugarlove + don't choose Arthur 
drugged Iris (Art13)

vendiris1*/b+sugar,
vendiris0/b

Pornstar:
Sugarlove + be a pornstar (Por1)
don't confess your love to Arthur (Art16), don't stay Arthur's slave  (Art17)
didn't drug Iris (Art13)

vendmegabimbo1*arthur,
+drool
vendmegabimbo1*arthur,
+cum

none of the above:
+ Sugarlove

vendsugar1BWSG,
vendsugar2*BWSG,+cum

none of the above: Arthur stays the same

Iris

Arthur:
drugged Iris (Art13)
don't stay your daddy's girl (Dad11)  

vendiris2sugar+vendiris2/
b
vendiris0/b



Bubba:
none of the above
had sex with Tyrone at Tyrone's poolparty (Ty4)

vendirisbbc1,vendirisbbc2
vendirisbbc3,vendirisbbc4

Tyrone:
none of the above
went to Tyrone's poolparty (Ty4), didn't have sex with Tyrone

vendirisbbc1,vendirisbbc2
vendiristyrone1,
vendiris1*+tyrone
vendiris2*/b+tyrone
vendiris0b,
vendirisbbc3,vendirisbbc4

Doug:
none of the above
Iris didn't end up with Dave (Dave)

vendirisdoug1,
vendiris1*+doug,
vendirisdoug2

Natasha

cheatJack

be Jack's whore:
85JH  do Date with Jack (Jac6), choose “B20+ Fuck me like the whore I am”  or  
168AF  do meet Jack in Alpha Fitness (Jack10)  
226Jac  don't choose don't “No, we're just fuckbuddies” when Jack asks you to become 
his girlfriend (Jack12)
237Eri  don't become Eric's girlfriend after being Jack's girlfriend (when he returns) 

  and  

do any of the below: (this darn cheat variable)
cheat on Eric (Cheat)
have ERel:T, have sex with Tyrone at the video shoot (Ty3)
have ERel:T, have sex with either Kevin (Kev1, Jes6 with Kevin) or Ryan (Rya1) or 
become Arthur's slave (Art15)
cheat on Eric or Dave or Eva with Jack (Jack14)
be Eric's, Dave's or Jack's girlfriend, do threesome with Tyrone and Hugo (Ty7)

threesome Eric:
be Eric's girlfriend (RelStatus:Eric) 
have threesome with Eric and Natasha (Eri16)
not cheatJack (?) (don't do out with Jack or break up with him)

vendnat2*BWSG+eric
vendnat3*BWSG+eric
vendnat1*BWSG+eric,
+cum

threesome Dave:
be Dave's girlfriend (RelStatus:Dave) 
not cheatJack (don't do out with Jack or break up with him)

vendnat2*BWSG+daveha
ir
vendnat3*BWSG+dave
vendnat1*BWSG+dave,
+cum

threesome Jack:
be Jack's girlfriend (RelStatus:Jack)  or  85JH  do Date with Jack (Jac6), choose “B20+
Fuck me like the whore I am”  or  168AF  do meet Jack in Alpha Fitness (Jack10)  

have threesome with Jack and Natasha(Jac19)  or  go out with Natasha and Jack(Nat4)

vendnat2*BWSG+jack
vendnat3*BWSG+jack
vendnat4*BWSG+jack, 
+cum

threesome Damian:
do none of the above
don't be in a committed relationship (RelStatus) 
don't be Eric's, Dave's, Jack's, Dad's, Ryan's, Eva's girlfriend
have threesome with Natasha and Damian (Nat3)

vendnat1*BWSG+damian
vendnat1*BWSG+damian
+cum

ends up with Jack:
saw Natasha and Jack on the beach (Nat2)  or  go out with Natasha and Jack (Nat4)    

vendnatjack1
vendnatjack*2, +cum

ends up with   Arthur:
bring Natasha to Arthur's birthday party (Art18)

vendnatsugar1

marries   Damian:



doesn't end up with Jack or Arthur

Jasmin

tell Jack about Hugo's plan (Jack):
transgender icon

don't tell Jack about Hugo's plan (Jack):
stays masseur+sex worker

be emphatic to Jasmin (Jas7)
becomes your friend

don't be emphatic to Jasmin (Jas7)
leaves town



Scene List

0Pr Prologue

1Fit Fitness Studio

2C Campus, meet Jessica

2Sh Shopping for Eric's birthday

4EB Eric home, birthday

5R Ashley's room, Facebook Jack

6AF Alpha Fitness

6Jz Jacuzzi

7H Home, Mom

8C Campus, party invitation V0.2

9R Ashley's room, choose dress

10ShD Shopping, dress

10ShA Shopping, Eric's dad

11H Home

12JsP Jessica's party

13DE Date with Eric 10

14ER Eric's room, Somalia

15H Home, Dad V0.3

16F Alpha Fitness, meet Jasmin

17PD Phone Dave

18Ev Meet Eva, Iris

19ToD Truth or Dare

20Drv Drive home, Jack

20DTy Drive home, Tyrone

21R Ashley's room 13

22ED Eric Date

23Js Class, Jessica

24Sh Shopping, new outfit

25H Home, Dad V0.4

26R Ashley's room, study

27Ev Campus, Eva

28R Ashley's room

29Drw Dave's home, drawing 15

30R Home, Dad, walk in park

31R Ashley's room, phone Eric

32F Alpha Fitness, massage

33DnE Dinner with Eric 16

34B Bookstore

35Tt Campus, Tattoo

36R Ashley's room, post selfie V0.5

37Et Meet Mom and Ethan



38EPy Eric's goodbye party

39ER Eric's room

40H Home 19

41B Bookstore

42JR Jessica's room

43RDl Ashley's room, dildo 20

44PDg Park, meet Doug 21

44RDg Ashley's room, Doug

45BAn Bookstore, spy Natasha

46R Ashley's room, Dad V0.6, 22

47Ic Meet for ice cream (Eva/Jessica)

48Wil Meet Wilson

49Rms Ashley's room, masturbate

50SBi Shopping, bikini, piercing

51R Ashley's room, Eric 24

52Hot Dinner with Arthur 25

52DD Dinner with Dad

53Hot Hotel room, Arthur

54RW Ashley's room 27

55Wil Wilson's room

55WEv Wilson's room, Eva

56B Bookstore

57RDg Ashley's room, Doug V0.7

58FEv Alpha Fitness, Eva + Dave 29

59SEv Shower, Eva

60RiB Ashley's room, invite beach 30

61Bch Beach 31

62R Ashley's room V0.8

63STp Shopping new outfit, tattoo, tongue piercing

63SAT Shopping new outfit, tattoo, tongue piercing with Arthur 

64RM Ashley's room, masturbate 082b

65F Alpha Fitness

66Ir Park, Iris

67Mo Walk home, Mom

68R Ashley's room 08c

69B Bookstore, laid off 08d

70Drw Dave's room, drawing

71R Ashley's room, Jack 08e

72Ev Eva's room

73R Ashley's room, Wilson

74Hos Hospital 08f

74Wil Wilson's room

75R Ashley's room V0.9



76Mug Mugging wilmon

77EH Ethan's home ethanlunch

78RCa Ashley's room, camera sex with Eric v09b

79SEv Shopping with Eva v09c

80REv Ashley's room with Eva

81RJs Ashley's room, Jessica jesvisit09

82JAl Alley, buy drugs

83RJs Ashley's room with Jessica

84ClJ Club with Jack v09d

85JH Jack's house

85Dog Date with Doug

86AR Ashley's room, masturbate V0.10

87B Bookstore, Eric's instagram

88ARW Ashley's room, Wheel club v10a

89Nat Dinner with Natasha and Damian v10c

90AF Alpha Fitness v10d

91WGa join Wilson's gang

92RDg Ashley's room, Doug v10e

93VA visit Arthur

93cD celebrate with dad

94AF Alpha Fitness, meet Tyrone,Jasmine, Ryan v11

95Hos Hospital

95Gal Gallery

96Sh Shopping new Outfit v11b

97SD Sell Drugs v11c

98AR Ashley's Room, cybersex, find Norman v11cc, v11d

99TyB Tyrone Night Out, Bar, Vixen v11e

100Jas Visit Jasmin v11f

121AR Ashley's room, phone Eva v12

122Job job interview v12a

123AR Ashley's room, masturbation v12b

124Sab Eva Sabotage v12c

124EvV Eva Vixxen evapartyv12

124EvM Eva movie night evamoviev12

125AR Ashley's room, Tyrone dancer v12d

126Nor Cafe, Norman v12e

127Sug visit Arthur, phone Eric,watch Iris

130VS Video Shoot Tyrone v13

131Off Job, Office v13a

131Bur Job, Burger

132Par Park, Drugs

133AR Ashley's Room v13b

134Tat Tattoo shop



135AR Ashley's Room v13c

136AF Alpha Fitness

137AR Ashley's Room v13d

138Thg Visit Thugs v13e

140Jes Meet Jessica v14

141Dad Home with Dad v14dad

142Eva Call from Eva v14a

142Hos Hospital, Dave awakes v14a

143CRy Coffee with Ryan v14ryan

144AR Ashley's Room, Insta v14b

145Dav Dave's Home v14c

149H Ashley's Home, Tyrone selfie v15

150Art Arthur's House v15a

151Off Office

152Nor Date with Norman

153R Ashley's Room, Instagram v15b

154Dav Date with Dave, video clip v15c

154Eva Eva's Room

155H Ashley's Home, video clip v15d

156EH Ethan's House v15e

157R Ashley's Room, magazine v15f

158Wil Visit Wilson / Visit Wilson + Eva

159Mag Magazine Interview, Photo shoot

160Iri meet Iris v16

161Off Office, Ryan

161Bur work at Burger

162IrA trick Iris to meet Arthur v16a

163R Ashley's room, after boob job v16b

164Uni back at University

164Wlk take a walk in the streets

165Dav Dave's home v16d

166Car buy car

166CaA buy car with Arthur

167Eth visit Ethan v16e

168AF Alpha Fitness, leave with Jack

169R Ashley's Room, get new outfits v16f

169Jes visit Jessica

170Eth Ethan's home v17a

170Whe The Wheel

171R Ashley's Room v17b

172Off Office

172Bur Burger

172Par Park, sell drugs



173Dav Street, Date with Dave v17c

173Eva Date with Eva

173EvT meet Eva at Wilson's room

174Nat meet Natasha

175H Ashley's home, Instagram, Dad goodbye v17d

176Eth move in with Ethan

176Jes move in with Jessica

176R move in alone

177Nat Party with Natasha

178Uni v17e

179R Camgirl

180AH Ashley's home (at Ethan or Jessica or apartment or home) v18

181Kev Date with Kevin

182TyP Tyrone's pool party v18pool

183TyH Tyrone's house poolsextyron

190Fun Funeral v19

190Air Airport

190Wil Wilson's room

191Art Arthur's/Eric's home

192H Ashley's Home

193Off Office v19b

194H Ashley's home, Dave v19d

195H Ashley's home, camgirl v19e

200H Ashley's home, Jessica/Mom v20

201H Ashley's home, Dave/Eva/Eric v20b

202RyT Ryan Trip

203PS Photo shoot

204Bar Bar, Iris v20c

205Jas Jasmin's home

210H Ashley's home, camshow v21

211Sho Shopping (tattoos, piercing, outfit) v21b

212GF Meet Boy/Girlfriend v21c

212Wil Meet Wilson

213H Ashley's home, invite to Dave's 3some v21d

214Alp Alpha Fitness, Hugo v21e

215D3s Ashley's Home, Dave's 3some v21f

215Thg Wilson's Gang v21thugparty

220E3s Ashley's Home v22

221Jas Jasmine (leash) v22b

221Dav Dave's Home v22bb

221Eri Eric's Home v22ericcuck

222Hos Hospital v22c

223H Ashley's Home



224Off Office v22d

225H Ashley's Home

226Jac Jack's Place

227H Ashley's Home v22e

228Fun Funeral

230Str Street v23

231H Ashley's Home, Dave

232H Ashley's Home, Arthur v23a

233Eth Ethan's Home, Mom v23b

234Hot Hotel, Iris

235Par Park, Jack

236AH Arthur's House

236AHg Arthur's House, good girl

237Eri meet new Eric v23c

240H Ashley's Home, cool Eric is back! v24

241Jes visit Jessica v24b

242Jac visit Jack

243JCl Jack's Club

245Eri visit Eric (and Arthur (and Iris))

245Hot hotel room with Arthur

246Wil visit Wilson v24c

250Par Park with Eric v25

251Eva meet Eva v25b

252Jes meet Jessica v25c

253H Ashley's Home, Tyrone calls v25d

254AF Alpha Fitness, Hugo

255Tat Tattoo parlor

256Off Office, Rosa v25e

257Uni University

258Tyr visit Tyrone

259H Ashley's Home

260Hot Hotel v26

261Air Airport

262Str Street, meet Dave v26b

263Dav Dave's Home

264Eth Ethan's House

265Tyr visit Tyrone

266H Ashley's Home v26c

266Str Street, meet Jack

267Art Arthur's House

268Jas Jasmine v26d

268H Ashley's Home v26dd

270Uni University v27



271Thg Wilson's apartment, Gang 

272H Ashley's Home v27b

273Ty meet Tyrone and Hugo

274Off Office v27officeday

275H Ashley's Home, set up Arthur's birthday v27c

276Jac visit Jack for 3some v27jack3som

277Art visit Arthur, birthday v27sugar3so

280H Ethan's House, Goodnight Kiss v27d

280Jas Jasmin threesome v28

281Art Arthur's Home v28extra

282H Ashley's Home, cuck Eric

283Gym Gym v28b

283Jac Jack's Place

284Jes Jessica's Room v28c

284Eva Eva's Room

285H Ashley's Home v28d

286Wil Wilson's Home

286Enr Enrico's Home

290H Ashley's Home v29

291EvS Eva suicide v29b

292Off Office (fired or threesome or Ryan's girlfriend)

293Rya Ryan's Home

294H Ashley's Home, threesome for your boyfriend/Eva v29c

299TVS TV show v29d

300H Ashley's Home, after tv show v30

301Eth Ethan's Home v30mometha

302Art Arthur's Home v30arthur

303Jas Jasmin v30b

304ArI Arthur tells about Iris v30bb

310H Ashley's Home, pregnant! v31

311Off Office

312H Ashley's Home, become pornstar/model v31b

313Prn porn shoot

314H Ashley's Home, watch your movie

315H Ashley's Home v31c

316Ero Erotic photo shot v31eroticsh


	Eric (The Boyfriend)
	Jack (The Player)
	Eva (The Best Friend)
	Dad (Your Dad)
	Jasmin (The Dickgirl)
	Tyrone (The Rap Star)
	Dave (The Artist)
	Arthur (The Sugar Daddy)
	Wilson (The Thug)
	Doug (The Jock)
	Natasha (The Swinger)
	Jessica (The Slut)
	Iris (The Fangirl)
	Ryan (The Boss)
	Norman (Mom's Friend)                                                                
	Ethan (The Stepdad)
	Mom (Your Mom)
	Kevin (The Hipster)
	Others

